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Abstract
With increasing demand for new mobile services paralleled by lack of new spectrum to offer
these services, the desire to offer third generation (3G) services in existing spectrum
emerges. This thesis takes initial steps towards determining whether this desire is achievable
using the GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN). Voice and interactive data are
taken as representatives for early 3G tele-services. Bearer services matching their demands
are described and evaluated individually as well as together to verify whether they can be
considered ‘3G compliant’.

Numerical results show that the individual bearer performance meets the 3G requirements on
bearer capabilities and capacity for a wide range of radio environments. The performance is
also consistent with a number of different user behavior and system configuration models
tested. This consistency further allows simple dimensioning principles to be derived.

Combined performance evaluations also show that the individual capacities may be main-
tained for a mix of voice and interactive data services. This is enabled through employing
radio resource management techniques that balance the resources between the different
bearer service groups based on the different quality requirements. For GERAN this resource
balancing is achieved through service-based power setting.

The 3G requirements available from the standardization organizations are not always strin-
gently defined. Therefore, comparisons of GERAN performance with other access technolo-
gies are also made. It is seen that GERAN offers more than three times higher data rates and
capacities than standard GPRS, the preceding GSM-based access technology for interactive
data services. Rough comparisons with the parallel 3G technology Wideband CDMA
(WCDMA) also indicate comparable interactive data capacities for GERAN and initial
WCDMA designs, for the services studied and with the performance measures used. Also
the ability to maintain relative capacities for mixed services is similar for WCDMA and
GERAN.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The use of mobile telephony has undergone a tremendous growth over the past years. Since
the introduction of the first wide-area coverage analogue systems in the early 1980’s, every
new year has seen an increase in number of subscribers. As of January 2001 there is a total
of 727 million mobile telephony subscribers worldwide. Expectations for year 2003 amount
to some 1.300 million users [1].

Technology-wise, two factors contributing to this growth are increased capacity, i.e. ability
to serve large amounts of users, and an improved set of services offered by the cellular sys-
tems. New generations of mobile telephony systems typically excel over their predecessors
in terms of these. A less attractive characteristic of a new system generation is that typically
also new frequency spectrum, which is a scarce and expensive resource, is required for every
such significant technology shift. This thesis aims at showing that some of the capacity and
service capabilities associated with the so-called third generation (3G) of mobile telephony
systems also can be provided using techniques that are compatible with those occupying
second generation spectrum. Thereby a potentially wider and initially faster spread of the
above capabilities is enabled.

A more accurate problem formulation requires some background information and follows
after a brief overview of the history of mobile telephony focused on service and capacity
needs.

1.1 The First Generations of Mobile Telephony

The so-called first generation cellular systems offered wide-area coverage for wireless mo-
bile access to the fixed Public Switched Telephony Network (PSTN). The systems used
analogue modulation and carried mainly basic voice services. Examples of first generation
systems are the American Mobile Phone System (AMPS), the Total Access Cellular System
(TACS) and the Nordic Mobile Telephony system (NMT). The capacity of these systems
was adequate for the initially relatively small base of users. As the service offered by the
systems became more popular however, capacity became a problem. With a limited amount
of radio spectrum, a major key to high capacity in cellular systems is frequent spatial re-
peating of the radio resource used to communicate between the network’s base and mobile
stations.  The capacity bottleneck for the first generation systems was the relatively high sen-
sitivity to interference of the analogue signal. The frequency channels used to communicate
with the mobile station simply could not be repeated very often, yielding relatively few such
frequency channels per base station, and thereby limited capacity.

With digital modulation it is possible to design signals more robust to interference. The sec-
ond generation of cellular system made use of this fact, yielding a significant capacity in-
crease compared to its predecessors. 2nd generation systems are exemplified by e.g. the
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), US Interim Standards 95 and 136 (IS95
and IS136 or TDMA/136), and Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) system. The use of digital
modulation also facilitated introduction of simple data services, such as the Short Message
Service (SMS) and moderate rate circuit switched data bearer services.

Parallel to the emergence of the second generation cellular systems, fixed Internet usage, e.g.
in form of e-mail and World Wide Web (WWW) browsing, grew explosively. Consequently,
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as so successfully done for PSTN, a desire to for the cellular systems to offer mobile Internet
access emerged. The bursty transmission pattern of the Internet services however rendered
the 2nd generation circuit switched data bearers inefficient, and called for packet switched
bearer services for high capacity. Such bearer services, also providing enhanced data rates,
were introduced to the second generation systems through the General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) for GSM and Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD) for TDMA/136. These technolo-
gies are sometimes referred to as generation 2.5 systems.

Despite these efforts capacity was still limited, and higher service levels desired. Conse-
quently, a third generation of mobile systems is currently being designed to improve this
situation. Peak data rates of 2 Mbps in indoor or low-range outdoor environments, and
384kbps in urban or suburban areas, together with high capacities are targeted. To achieve
this sophisticated diversity techniques and adaptive resource management schemes are em-
ployed. As important as the high data rates and capacities is also an improved service inter-
face between the cellular system and its surroundings, which makes it possible for applica-
tions to order tailored bearer services for arbitrary needs within the system capabilities. This
is a great step forward in flexibility and ‘future proof-ness’ from the earlier generations
whose bearers were closely tied to one or a few specific applications.

Some expected characteristics of a fourth generation of mobile telephony systems have also
been presented. Higher capacities and data rates are foreseen, partly enabled by using multi-
ple different radio access techniques optimized for e.g. office, city and rural environments,
and always being best connected.

Due to differences in radio access technology between systems of different generations, such
systems can typically not share a common frequency spectrum. Additionally, the shift in
system usage when a new technology is introduced is a lengthy process. To deploy the new
technology with wide coverage is both time and resource consuming. Also, subscribers may
not be willing to replace their equipment very rapidly. The preceding technology may thus
linger for many years. Together with the access technology incompatibilities this leads to
new frequency spectrum having to be allocated for new generations of cellular systems. Fre-
quency spectrum is a scarce resource; the amount usable for communication is limited, and
the candidates for using it are many more than just cellular system operators.

Attacking this problem, a technology has been developed for providing some of the capacity
and service capabilities associated with the third generation of mobile telephony systems that
is compatible with the GSM and TDMA/136 systems occupying the second generation
spectrum. This technology is referred to as Enhanced Data rates for GSM and TDMA/136
Evolution (EDGE). A GSM-based radio access network using EDGE technology is referred
to as a GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN).

This thesis takes initial steps towards showing that the GERAN fulfils the requirements on a
third generation system.

1.2 The Problem Statement – ‘Can 3G Services be offered…’

As the thesis title indicates, the high level problem studied is: ‘Can 3G services be offered in
existing spectrum?’ To narrow down this broad problem, a few refinements can immediately
be done. The question is studied from a technical perspective, i.e. investigating the technical
rather than practical or economical aspects of offering 3G services in existing spectrum.
Further, existing spectrum is interpreted as using GSM-based radio access technology.
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Having stated this, the question becomes somewhat rhetorical. When writing this the EDGE
technology enabling a positive answer already exists, and is in parallel with e.g. Wideband
CDMA and CDMA2000-based technologies in fact already accepted by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) as an International Mobile Telecommunications-2000
(IMT-2000)-, or 3G-capable Radio Transmission Technology (RTT) [2] [3]. This thesis
contains some of the fundamental results motivating the ITU decision, but the main task is
establishing the 3G capabilities of EDGE through analyses beyond those of the ITU evalua-
tion. To make the answer more credible, GERAN systems are studied under a variety of user
behavior and radio assumptions, as well as for different mixes of services.

Motivating studies of the thesis problem can be straightforwardly done. With the expected
increased demand for both existing and new mobile services, increased understanding of 3G
systems in general is of interest. Not all operators will get access to the spectrum set aside
for IMT-2000 operation though. In some regions of the world there is no such spectrum, e.g.
in the US. In other regions, the number of licenses is strictly limited, and if auctioned the
price for a license may be relatively high (Auctions have turned over totals of £22.5 billion
in the UK and EUR50.5 billion in Germany). Additionally, even an operator that has access
to IMT-2000 spectrum may wish to offer the same set of services also in his other spectrum
bands. This may be done permanently or while in the process of deploying the IMT-2000
spectrum. All these aspects raise the question of to what extent 3G services can be supported
in existing spectrum.

Another prerequisite for studying the problem is of course that it hasn’t been solved before,
which is discussed in the next section.

1.3 Related Work

Third generation cellular systems are intended to offer an arbitrary mix of bearer services
capable of carrying close to arbitrary tele-services with high capacity. This section reviews
some work related to determining whether this achievable using GSM-based technology. Be-
fore this however, a review is given of what the requirements on a 3G system are. Along
with the review, some comments on shortcomings of the related work are occasionally
given. These should be interpreted as to motivate the further studies of this thesis rather than
to discard the results of the reviewed work.

Service and performance requirements on 3G systems are specified by different standardiza-
tion bodies. The ITU issues global recommendations for IMT-2000 systems, which is their
notation of 3G systems. ITU has accepted a number of terrestrial RTTs as IMT-2000 com-
pliant. The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) is included in this family
of IMT-2000 systems. UMTS is standardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP), which was formed by integrating the 3G activities of e.g. the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the Japanese Association of Radio Industry
Business (ARIB). The work of ITU and 3GPP has been done in close cooperation. Conse-
quently, the requirements put on IMT-2000 by ITU and on UMTS by 3GPP are very similar.
The exact relation between IMT-2000 and UMTS is further described in [4].

The tele-services, or applications, to be carried by 3G systems may be very diverse. Which
applications will be most popular remains to be seen. Some of these may further stretch be-
yond today’s set of common applications. Reflecting this, a comprehensive set of bearer
services, capable of carrying arbitrary applications, is desired. Attempted classifications of
such bearer services have been provided by 3GPP [5] and ITU [6]. The bearer services, or
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shortly bearers, are divided into the traffic classes conversational, streaming, interactive and
background. The conversational class is intended to carry two-way real-time services with
low delay and delay variation requirements. Voice and video telephony are examples of tele-
services associated with this class. Also the streaming class is intended to carry real-time
services, but mainly for uni-directional services with looser absolute delay requirements, ex-
emplified by viewing video clips. The interactive class is intended for non-real-time data
services with some form of user interaction, and thereby requirements on delay. Examples of
such services are WWW-browsing or interactive e-mail usage. Finally the background class
is used for carrying non-real-time data services with no or very loose requirements on delay.
One example is background downloading of e-mails.

Performance requirements on IMT-2000 and UMTS have been stated by ITU and 3GPP in
[7] and [8] respectively. These requirements, which are similar, are further reviewed and dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. In short, for data services significantly higher peak user
bitrates and capacities than for 2G systems are required. Peak bitrates of 2 Mbps, 384kbps
and 144kbps are required in indoor / low range outdoor, urban / suburban and rural areas re-
spectively. For basic voice services on the other hand the requirements are limited to ‘at least
as efficient as GSM’. In addition, requirements on ‘high spectrum efficiency for typical
mixtures of different bearer services’ are given. For US TDMA-based 3G systems require-
ments from the Universal Wireless Communications Consortium (UWCC) on interactive
data bearers can be found in [9].  Also these are similar to the 3GPP and ITU requirements,
but with the addition of a more precise spectral efficiency requirement of 0.45 bps/Hz/site.
ITU and 3GPP have also issued guidelines for evaluation of 3G RTTs in [10]-[11] and [12]
respectively.

Regarding realization and performance evaluation of individual bearer services for GSM
based radio access, quite a lot of work has been done. An in-depth review of GSM voice
bearer realization can be found in [13]. A reasonably up to date voice bearer performance
evaluation is given in [14]. Some recent ideas for improving GSM voice bearer capacity are
presented in [15] and [16].

The General Packet-switched Radio Service (GPRS), presented in release 1997 of the GSM
standard, in short introduces packet switched data bearers and connects GSM to the Internet.
The bearers provided by GPRS are mainly aimed at carrying interactive and background
type traffic, but may also be used for carrying low-rate streaming services. The GPRS con-
cept also enhances data rates compared to standard GSM through use of new channel coding
schemes and extended multiple timeslot allocations. The bitrates and capacities achieved
however do not meet the 3G requirements. The GPRS concept is described and evaluated for
interactive and background data services in e.g. [17] and [18].

A few mixed service investigations for GSM and standard GPRS have also been done in the
past. Bianchi et al. [19] has evaluated GPRS access delays in mixed voice and data systems
for fixed and dynamic resource allocation schemes, and shown that reserving a few channels
for GPRS usage may decrease such delays considerably. Ni et al. [20] has evaluated the im-
pact of GPRS traffic occupying unused voice channel on voice outage probability, and con-
cluded that this depends on frequency reuse (to which extent the system is interference ver-
sus blocking limited). The results are also expressed as a reduction in voice coverage. Ja-
cobsmeyer presents a similar analysis for TDMA/136 in [21], estimating the voice coverage
loss per admitted data stream. Ni et al. has also evaluated the mean GPRS queuing time as a
function of offered GPRS traffic in a system with a fixed offered voice traffic [22]. Recently
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both Mahdavi et al. [23] and Stuckmann et al. [24] have performed similar analyses, in
Stuckmann’s case with inclusion of more GPRS protocol details. These innovative papers
can however typically be said to focus on the performance of either one of the studied serv-
ices (voice or data), and see the other as a source of interference. Further, typically fixed bi-
trate modeling of the GPRS radio interface is employed. This is reasonable for sparse reuse
patterns, but leaves room for some accuracy improvements in interference limited tight fre-
quency reuse systems, where the radio interface bitrate will vary in space and time.

With only standard GPRS at hand, the situation is that of voice bearers being 3G compliant
while data bearers are not. This is also the point in time when the first work of this thesis was
started. A logical next step is to improve the support for data services. Consequently, the En-
hanced Data Rates for GSM and TDMA/136 Evolution (EDGE) concept was presented in
release 99 of the GSM standard. In brief, EDGE introduces a new modulation scheme,
8PSK, and more sophisticated link layer techniques to the GSM radio interface. EDGE
thereby enhances data rates and capacities roughly by a factor three. With the introduction of
the EDGE concept also the first version of the so-called GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network
(GERAN) was created. As of release 99 GERAN denotes a radio access network supporting
both standard GSM and EDGE bearers1.

The EDGE concept has also received some attention in the literature outside the standardi-
zation process. The idea of higher order modulation for GSM data bearers was first dis-
cussed by Sköld et al. in [25]. The EDGE concept, clinging on to this idea, is presented and
evaluated for the first time by Furuskär et al. in [26] (included as contribution to this thesis).
Here, preliminary modulation schemes (4- and 16QAM) are assumed. Furuskär et al. have
later also presented and evaluated refinements of the concept, including change of modula-
tion and improved link quality control mechanisms in e.g. [27], [28], [29] and [30], some of
which are included as contributions to this thesis. EDGE overviews and evaluations have
also been presented by e.g. Pirhonen et al. in [31] and Sollenberger et al. in [32].

The 8PSK modulation introduced by EDGE is not as robust as the standard GMSK modula-
tion, and will not perform equally well in all parts of a cell. Therefore, crucial to EDGE is its
link quality control concept, which adapts the modulation and channel coding to the radio
quality of each link. The EDGE link quality control scheme involves combined link adapta-
tion and incremental redundancy (Hybrid Type II/III ARQ) mechanisms. Briefly this means
that based on radio link quality measurements a desired link robustness may be achieved by
selecting modulation scheme and initial coding rate. If this robustness turns out too low the
code rate is then effectively decreased for every retransmission. Design and performance is-
sues of this part of the concept have been specifically addressed in a number of papers. Ad-
aptation techniques for wireless systems in general, including the EDGE concept, are dis-
cussed by Nanda et al. in [33]. Comparisons of link adaptation and incremental redundancy
schemes for EDGE are provided by Xiaoxin et al. in [34] and van Nobelen et al. in [35]. Re-
finements of link adaptation mechanisms are proposed by Chuang et al. in [36]. A prelimi-
nary version of the combined link adaptation and incremental redundancy scheme is pre-
sented by and Balachandran et al. in [37]. The now adopted and standardized scheme was
first presented in the standardization process in [38], and is also described and evaluated by
Eriksson et al. in [39].

                                                
1 The definition of the term GERAN has changed with time. This is the one currently used by 3GPP.
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The EDGE concept is applied to both packet-switched and circuit-switched data bearers. The
above papers are typically focussed on the packet-switched part, Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS).
Hamiti et al. has presented details of circuit-switched EDGE, Enhanced Circuit Switched
Data (ECSD) in [40] and [41].

Common for all the above EDGE papers are that capacity evaluations are not ‘parameter-
ized’; i.e. the performance dependency on system sizes, radio parameters and traffic patterns
etc. is not covered. Disobeying this rule is the EDGE RTT submission to the ITU IMT-2000
evaluation [42], which covers a few different radio propagation conditions. Notably, in the
RTT submission an indoor component of EDGE based on Wideband TDMA [42] [43] with a
peak bitrate exceeding 2 Mbps was also included. This mode is however not deployable in
existing GSM spectrum, and is not considered further in this thesis.

In release 99 of the standard, a GERAN may be summarized as a GSM-based radio access
network, the main new feature of which is employing the EDGE concept to enhance data
rates and capacities for data bearer services. Reflecting this the EDGE studies referred to
above typically focus on the gain provided by EDGE compared to the preceding standard
GPRS and High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD) technologies. In doing this compari-
son studies of mixed service scenarios not directly motivated, and hence rarely included.

As of later standard releases the GERAN concept is however not limited to introducing en-
hanced data bearers. With the extensions of GERAN in release 2001 (or release 5 using
3GPP terminology), a radio interface capable of offering arbitrary bearer services is devel-
oped. The GERAN concept as of release 5 also involves service alignment with UMTS
through using a common core network. Principles behind the design of the release 5 GERAN
radio interface protocols were initially presented in ETSI in [44]. Further details are now
available in [45]. Outside standardization the GERAN concept for release 5 was first pre-
sented by Eriksson et al. in [46]. Also further performance enhancements are planned in re-
lease 5. Candidates for providing such enhancements are discussed e.g. by Eriksson et al. in
[47]. In the development and design of the GERAN bearers for release 5, a significant effort
was also made to enhance capacity in blocking limited scenarios through statistical multi-
plexing of real-time bearers, e.g. voice. Design proposals and evaluations of such bearers
have been presented by e.g. Xiaoxin et al. in [48] and [49] and Balachandran et al. in [50].
Statistical multiplexing of real-time bearers is however not included in the current standardi-
zation plans for release 5.

Mixed services studies including the now standardized EDGE or GERAN bearers are quite
rare, especially presented outside the standardization forums. None of the GSM/GPRS
mixed service papers referred to above includes EDGE-enhanced GPRS (EGPRS) bearers,
nor do any of the above EDGE papers include co-existence with other bearer types. An ex-
ception to this is a master thesis by Gillberg [51], which does contain joint EGPRS interac-
tive data and GSM voice performance analyses. This study is however, as many of the stan-
dard GPRS ones, constrained to blocking limited voice operation. Within the GERAN stan-
dardization more material may be found. In a paper from AT&T [52] it is concluded that in-
troduction of data bearers in an interference limited voice system may degrade voice quality.
In a blocking limited system however, data bearers may be introduced on unoccupied chan-
nels. In [53] Nokia has evaluated the gain of multiplexing data bearers in the quiescent peri-
ods between talk-spurts (so-called DTX periods) of voice bearers in different scenarios, with
results indicating a rather limited gain. This result paralleled by the relatively high complex-
ity of introducing solutions such as proposed in [48] - [50] has lead to the current approach
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of the GERAN standard to realize real-time bearers using dedicated rather than statistically
multiplexed channels.

All the papers listed above treat the GSM/EDGE concept from a more or less technical per-
spective. Aspects relating more to the economical and practical rather than technical feasi-
bility of deploying EDGE-based services can be found in [54].

Apart from GSM/EDGE, the family of IMT-2000 systems also includes the FDD and TDD
modes of WCDMA, as well as CDMA2000. Design details and performance evaluations of
WCDMA may be found in the UTRA RTT submission to ITU’s IMT-2000 evaluation [55].
Corresponding information for CDMA2000 may likewise be found in the CDMA2000 RTT
submission [56]. Some of the WCDMA results have also been presented by Dahlman et al.
in a compressed format in [57]. The above papers include performance evaluations for both
voice and data services, and cover several different radio environments. They are however
limited to studying single service scenarios. Bearer design and performance evaluations for
mixed voice and interactive data services in WCDMA is discussed and evaluated by De Ber-
nardi et al. in [58] and Imbeni et al. in [59]. Wang and Aghvami have also proposed an inter-
esting power allocation scheme [60], which through QoS-balancing maximizes capacity for
mixed services CDMA-based systems.

In summary, based on the status of the related work at the start of the thesis work, to deter-
mine whether 3G service can be offered using GSM/EDGE technology suitable areas for
further studies are realization and performance evaluation of high capacity and high bitrate
data bearers. Principles and performance for the interaction of these bearers with voice bear-
ers should also be investigated to establish the mixed service capabilities. Beyond what has
been done in the previous standard GPRS analyses, these studies should further preferably
employ a radio network modeling allowing analysis of interference limited systems, which is
the deployment scenario offering the highest capacity. How this problem is attacked is de-
scribed in the next section.

1.4 Thesis Approach and Original Contributions

With the refinements of Chapter 1.2, the high-level problem may be rephrased as: ‘From a
technology perspective, can 3G services be offered using GSM/EDGE Radio Access Tech-
nology?’ Even so, this is still quite a complex problem, and it is not obvious how to best at-
tack it. Definition of the terms 3G services and be offered are obviously needed Once this is
done, the problem should be divided into smaller manageable sub-problems, and key prob-
lems identified.

Figure 1 outlines an attempt to such a systematic charting of the high-level problem. A top-
down approach is employed beginning on application level and ending with performance
evaluations. Notice that it is not the intent of the thesis neither to scrutinize the entire chart
nor to handle every thinkable application. The key problems selected for study in the thesis
are found in the lower part of Figure 1, this selection is further discussed in Chapter 1.4.1.

First, identification of the expected 3G tele-services, or applications, is required. These may
be e.g. voice telephony, video conferencing, audio and video streaming, WWW- or WAP-
browsing, e-mail etc. In addition to identifying the services, traffic models and user quality
requirements are also required. For each tele-service matching bearer services to be offered
by the 3G network then have to be defined. These may be characterized by attributes such as
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bitrate, delay and bit error rate requirements. In this thesis identification of tele-services and
matching bearer services is largely seen is as background information.

When the required bearers are identified, the question of how to realize them immediately
emerges. This topic ranges from physical layer aspects like selection of modulation and
channel coding, via protocol issues, e.g. ARQ schemes, to radio resource management as-
pects like channel allocation, admission control and handovers. Here, the constraints of using
existing spectrum must be taken into account. New bearers must be aligned with existing
system designs, rather than tailored from scratch.

Once realized, the performance of the bearers needs to be assessed, to ensure that it meets
the 3G requirements (see Chapter 2). This may involve evaluations on link, system and pro-
tocol level. The bearer performance may first be evaluated individually, in a single service
system. However, since it is of great importance for 3G systems to support a variety of
mixed services, the different bearers must also be mutually evaluated, to ensure that they can
co-exist efficiently. The co-existence ability may be affected by e.g. trunking sensitivity and
tolerance to bursty interference. Together with bearer realization, bearer performance is the
main study area of the thesis.

Having considered these identified key problems; can 3G services be offered in existing
spectrum? When all the steps of the chart have been gone through it should be possible to
answer this original question. If it is possible to realize bearer services with attributes sup-
porting the identified applications, and the individual and mutual performance of these com-
ply with 3G requirements, the answer is yes. A definite answer of course requires repeating
the process for the complete set of tele-services, which appears unfeasible. However, the
more services that pass the test, the more reliable the answer gets.

The process proposed above could in principle be applied to evaluate service capabilities in
other scenarios than 3G services in existing spectrum.

1.4.1 Thesis Scope and Original Contributions

To solve the entire high-level problem would in principle require going through the problem
chart for every conceivable tele-service, including mutual performance evaluations with
other bearers. This is a scope too extensive for this thesis. Instead, based on what has been

Can 3G Services be offered in Existing Spectrum?

What matching bearer services are required?
(Bandwidth, Bit error rate, delay etc.)

What is the individual bearer performance?
(On link and system level)

What is the mutual bearer performance?
(Can the bearers co-exist)

What are the expected 3G tele-services (applications)?
(Traffic models, user quality requirements)

How are those bearer services realized?
(Layers 1-3 + radio resource mgmt., in existing spectrum)

Thesis scope

Background

Review / Original

Original

Original

Figure 1. Charting of general problem, thesis scope and material characterization.
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previously done an attempt is made to identify logical next steps towards the vision of a
complete answer, and to set the thesis scope accordingly.

Within the context of GSM/EDGE-based Radio Access, previous research has been focussed
on voice telephony, and on relatively low rate interactive (best-effort) packet data (GPRS).
An obvious first step towards being 3G capable is to add a higher rate, and higher capacity,
data service (the purpose of the EDGE concept); and to show that it can co-exist with the
already existing voice service. In short, this is also the scope of the thesis: The major focus is
on GSM/EDGE bearer realization and performance evaluation. For completeness and under-
standing of how the above results contribute to answering the entire problem however, the
remainder of the charted problem will however also receive some attention. This intensity
distribution of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1 (right).

With reference to the top-level sub-problem of Figure 1, this scope corresponds to stating
that voice and interactive data are representative 3G tele-services. Admittedly there are a few
more interesting 3G tele-services than voice telephony and interactive data. Taking into ac-
count that this far only the voice service is well understood, and that this service set has to be
extended by one service (to be able to study multiple services), there are however motives
for the selection. Voice and best-effort data are expected to be dominant at least in early 3G
systems, and may also methodologically be taken as representatives for other conversational
and interactive data type services. A candidate for later extension of this set is some form of
streaming service. The scope also implies that existing GSM voice bearers are 3G compliant.
This assumption is motivated by the fact that also 3GPP considers these bearers 3G compli-
ant, see further Chapter 2.

Schematically the thesis approach can be illustrated as in Figure 2. At the start of the work
included in the thesis, rather high capacity voice solutions for GSM already existed, e.g. us-
ing Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) and Discontinuous Transmission (DTX). Also interactive
data solutions of modest bitrates and capacity existed (GPRS). Support and understanding
for joint handling of the two services together was not well known. To approach the 3G area,
the thesis first proposes and evaluates methods for increasing the interactive data capabilities
of GSM. Secondly, the thesis will try to establish trade-off relations between voice and inter-

2Voice

GPRS EGPRS

3G Target
Area

Interactive
data

Interactive data

Voice

GPRS

3G Target
Area

0 1Voice

GPRS EGPRS

3G Target
Area

Interactive
data

Figure 2. Schematic thesis approach: from the state of the art at the beginning of the
thesis the 3G target area is reached by first improving system capacity for interactive
data bearer services, and then establishing a relation between interactive data and
voice performance.
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active data bearer service capacities, depicted by blue line in Figure 2. This is done to ensure
that the high capacity is consistent for different service mixes.

More specifically, the main original contributions of the thesis are:

1. Contributing to design of GERAN interactive data bearer services through active partici-
pation and design proposal submission in the standardization process

2. System performance analysis of GERAN interactive data bearer services for typical sys-
tem scenarios and radio environments

3. Analysis of the impact of different system scenarios and radio environments on system
performance for GERAN interactive data bearer services

4. Derivation of simple dimensioning principles for GERAN interactive data bearer serv-
ices

5. Contributing to design of GERAN bearer services for arbitrary services through active
participation and design proposal submission in the standardization process

6. Derivation of principles for handling mixed bearer services for GERAN using resource
balancing through service-based power setting

7. System performance analysis of mixed voice and interactive data bearer services in GE-
RAN

How these contribute to solving the lower three sub-problems in the general high-level
problem chart should be clear from the preceding discussion. The exact extents of contribu-
tions 1 and 4 are admittedly hard to specify, despite this they are deemed worth mentioning
as GERAN bearer design is a fundamental part of solving the high-level thesis problem.

Note that the procedures used to derive and evaluate dimensioning and multiple service prin-
ciples could of course also be applied to other systems than GERAN. Thus, these procedures
themselves could also be regarded original contributions.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The thesis is outlined to match the problem solution approach of Figure 1 and the desired
conclusions. Following this introduction, Chapter 2 continues with an overview of 3G sys-
tems, targeting the question ‘what is 3G?’ Service and architecture aspects as well as bearer
capability and capacity requirements are discussed. The performance measures used in the
thesis for determining the ability of the studied systems to offer these services are also pre-
sented. Some fundamental characteristics of the specific cellular system studied in the thesis,
the GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network, are then given in Chapter 3. The focus is on design
and realization of bearer services. In Chapter 4 the user behavior models, radio network
models and system-specific models used for evaluating the GERAN performance are de-
scribed. A brief description of the simulator tool used for the analysis is also given.

The ability of GERAN to offer interactive data bearer services is first evaluated in Chapter 5.
Here, typical specific system scenarios and radio environments are evaluated, for which the
GERAN performance is compared to 3G requirements as well as the performance of pre-
ceding technologies. Following this, in Chapter 6 a broader set of set of scenarios and envi-
ronments are evaluated, strengthening the results of the specific case. From this analysis
simple dimensioning rules are also derived.
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Next, a discussion and evaluation of managing mixed voice and interactive data bearer serv-
ices in GERAN is given in Chapter 7. Principles for handling bearers with different quality
of service requirements are presented and evaluated for different mixes of voice and data
traffic. The resulting ability of GERAN to manage mixed bearer services is compared to in-
terpretations of 3G requirements, as well as compared those of Wideband CDMA, which
may be taken as a 3G reference.

The main conclusions of the thesis are given in Chapter 8 together with recommendations for
further studies.

Material not directly related to solving the thesis problem is provided in appendices. This
includes a more detailed description of the GERAN link quality control functionality, addi-
tional mixed services results, an accuracy analysis, as well as interactive data performance
evaluations using alternative analysis techniques.

1.6 Included Publications

Much of the material included in the thesis is not the work of the thesis student alone, but
rather results of joint efforts of several people. Below a rough opinion, agreed between the
involved people, is given of the thesis author’s contributions to the included publications.
The contributions are where appropriate divided into conceptual (e.g. ‘use of higher layer
modulation’) and performance evaluation (definition of performance measures etc.). The
publications containing the material for the main thesis results are:

•  A. Furuskär, M. Frodigh, H. Olofsson and J. Sköld, ‘System Performance of EDGE, a
Proposal for Enhanced Data Rates in Existing Digital Cellular Systems’, in proceedings
of IEEE VTC’98, [26]: Contains first system performance evaluation of the then pre-
liminary EDGE concept, which is basis for the ITU IMT-2000 application. The thesis
author here provided the performance evaluation. The conceptual material was provided
for equally among the four authors.

•  A. Furuskär, D. Bladsjö, S. Eriksson, M. Frodigh, S. Jäverbring and H. Olofsson, ‘Sys-
tem Performance of the EDGE Concept for Enhanced Data Rates in GSM and
TDMA/136’, in proceedings of IEEE WCNC’99, [30]: Contains first system perform-
ance evaluation of the EDGE concept with incremental redundancy link layer function-
ality. The thesis author provided the performance evaluation. The thesis author together
with Mr. Eriksson, Mr. Jäverbring and Mr. Olofsson provided equal shares of the con-
cept material. Mr. Bladsjö and Dr. Frodigh provided valuable advising and guidance.

•  A. Furuskär, ‘Statistical QoS Requirements, Timeslot Capacity and Dimensioning for
Interactive Data Services in GERAN – The GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network’,
NRS’2001 [61]. Contains analysis of the impact of different system scenarios and radio
environments on system performance for GERAN interactive data bearer services and
derivation of simple dimensioning principles for GERAN data bearer services

•  A. Furuskär, P. de Bruin, C. Johansson and A. Simonsson, ‘Managing Mixed Services
with Controlled QoS in GERAN – The GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network’, IEE 3G
Mobile Communication Technologies 2001 [62]. Contains derivation of principles for
handling arbitrary mixed bearer services with controlled QoS and system performance
analysis of mixed voice and interactive data bearer services in GERAN. The thesis
author lies behind the development of the QoS controlling principles and the perform-
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ance evaluation. Mr. de Bruin has been responsible project manager for this work, and
provided valuable guidance and feedback. Mr. Johansson has together with the author
developed the simulator tool used, without which the work wouldn’t have been possible.
Mr. Simonsson is thanked for first proposing a lower power level when introducing data
bearers in order not to interfere with voice bearers, from which the idea for QoS control
through power setting sprung.

•  A. Furuskär, P. de Bruin, C. Johansson and A. Simonsson, ‘Mixed Service Management
with QoS Control for GERAN – The GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network’, IEEE
VTC’2001 spring [63]. Contains further evaluations of the above QoS controlling princi-
ples, including power controlled voice bearers. Contributions as for IEE 3G MCT paper.

•  A. Furuskär, P. de Bruin, C. Johansson and A. Simonsson, ‘Controlling QoS for Mixed
Voice and Data Services in GERAN – The GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network’, IEEE
3G Mobile Communications [64]. Contains evaluations of the above QoS controlling
principles for different classes of interactive data bearer services, also proves power set-
ting concept for three different services. Contributions as for IEE 3G MCT paper, but
with Mr. Simonsson responsible for half of the performance evaluation.

The thesis author has also published other material that has contributed to the development
and analysis of the EDGE concept, but are not directly connected to the main conclusions of
this thesis. These include:

•  ICUPC’98, ‘Aspects of Introducing EDGE in existing GSM Networks’, [27]: two
authors, concept contribution: less than half, performance evaluation: main contributor.

•  IEEE Personal Communications 99, ‘EDGE: Enhanced Data Rates for GSM and
TDMA/136 Evolution’ [28], four authors, concept contribution: about one fourth, per-
formance evaluation: main contributor.

•  VTC’99 (a), ‘Capacity Evaluation of the EDGE Concept for Enhanced Data Rates in
GSM and TDMA/136’, [29]: five authors, concept contribution: slightly beyond one
fifth, performance evaluation: main contributor.

•  VTC’99 (b), ‘Comparison of Link Adaptation Strategies for Packet Data Services in
EDGE’, [39]: six authors, concept and performance evaluation contribution: slightly be-
yond one sixth.

•  VTC’00, ‘The GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network – GERAN; System Overview and
Performance Evaluation’, [46]: eight authors, concept contribution: beyond one eighth.

Finally, the thesis author has also contributed to the standardization of the EDGE and GE-
RAN concepts in ETSI. In this forum several papers have been presented, essential ones are:

•  ETSI Temporary Document on Link Quality Control [38] – Result of ETSI SMG2
group: editor and active concept contributor.

•  ETSI Temporary Document on the EGPRS Concept [65] – Result of ETSI SMG2 group:
editor and active concept contributor.

•  ETSI Temporary Document on GERAN Bearer Realization [44] – Result of group work
within Ericsson: editor and main concept contributor.
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Generally note that the standardized parts of the EDGE and GERAN concepts, typically
protocols but not algorithms, formally are developed by the standardization bodies (ETSI or
3GPP), and of course cannot be said to be the result of the people above only.

1.7 Terminology

This section unfolds the meaning of some of the many standard- and industry related terms
used in this thesis.

3G (Third Generation) – In this thesis used to denote systems compliant with the ITU and
3GPP requirements on IMT-2000 and UMTS.   

CDMA2000 – The direct sequence CDMA-based radio access technology evolving IS95.

EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM and TDMA/136 Evolution) – A new radio interface
for GSM, introducing 8PSK modulation on the physical layer and link quality control on the
link layer. The EDGE radio interface may be used for both packet bearers (denoted En-
hanced GPRS) and circuit switched bearers (denoted ECSD). The EDGE air-interface may
be applied not only to GSM systems, but also to TDMA/136, or D-AMPS systems.

EGPRS (Enhanced GPRS) – The packet switched part of EDGE, roughly introducing 8PSK
modulation and refined link quality control to the standard GPRS radio interface.

GERAN (GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network) – A radio access network using the
GSM/EDGE radio interface. From release 5 and onwards of the 3GPP standards a GERAN
may connect to UMTS core networks through the so-called Iu interface.

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) – A standard for introducing packet switched bearer
services to GSM, and directly connecting it to the Internet.

IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications-2000) – The ITU denotation of third
generation mobile telephony systems.

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telephony System) – The ETSI and 3GPP denotation of third gen-
eration mobile telephony systems.

UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network) – A radio access network using the
WCDMA radio interface.

WCDMA (Wideband CDMA) – The direct sequence CDMA based radio interface for UT-
RAN. Two WCDMA modes exist: the Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode and the
Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode.
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Chapter 2 3G Systems, Performance Requirements
and Performance Measures

This chapter first very briefly introduces the services offered by 3G systems and the archi-
tecture of these systems. Some basic principles for operation of the radio access network are
then reviewed. This is a necessary background for understanding the performance require-
ments put on the systems, which are reviewed next. The performance measures used in the
thesis to verify whether the 3G requirements are met are also presented.

2.1 3G Systems Service and Architecture Overview

Figure 3 depicts a simplified view of the system and bearer service architecture of 3G cellu-
lar systems. For conveying end-to-end information, user applications require end-to-end
bearer services. In between the end-users, these end-to-end bearers are realized using bearer
services of the networks included in the end-to-end link. The 3G systems offer bearer serv-
ices between mobile users and fixed interface points at which the 3G systems are connected
to different external networks. These bearers are denoted IMT-2000 bearers in Figure 3. Ex-
amples of external networks are the Public Switched Telephony Network (PSTN) and the
Internet. The bearer services are characterized by QoS profiles, which in turn comprise a list
of attributes such as bitrates, delays and bit error requirements, see further [5] and [6].

Internally, a 3G system is divided into a Core Network (CN), and a Radio Access Network
(RAN). The CN interfaces to and handles requests for bearer services from the external net-
work or mobile users. The CN further on a high level keeps track of where mobiles are lo-
cated and routs information to the correct RAN. The CN realizes its offered bearer services
through requesting suitable Radio Access Bearer (RAB) services from the RAN. The RAN
in turn realizes these RAB services by configuring the protocols of its radio interface in a
proper way, thereby creating a so-called Radio Bearer (RB). The RAN also through Radio
Resource Management (RRM) techniques maintains a radio link quality sufficient for ful-
filling the requirements of the QoS profile. The RAN is typically divided into Base Stations
(BS) and Base Station Controllers (BSC). The base stations, containing the radio transmitters
and receivers, are geographically deployed to maximize coverage, capacity and quality for a
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Figure 3. Simplified schematic 3G bearer service and system architecture.
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given cost. A typical deployment approach is to co-locate a number base stations at a so-
called site, each base station covering one sector of the full coverage area of the site.

2.2 Basic Radio Access Network Principles

Some fundamental principles for transmitting data through the radio access network are de-
picted in Figure 4. A telephone conversation, or a call, typically consists in the involved par-
ties taking turns in speaking. Studying the voice flow in one direction this then appears as a
sequence of talk spurts separated by silence periods. During a talk spurt information arrives
to the radio access network in form of a constant rate flow of speech frames originating from
the speech coder. The size, duration and arrival rate of speech frames depend on the speech
coder; typical values are 30 bytes, 20ms and 50 frames per second. Before sending the
speech frames over the radio interface the radio access network may process them e.g. by
applying some channel coding. Due to the stringent delay requirements no buffering of
speech frames is done. The requirements on low delay also prevent retransmission of errone-
ous voice frames. Further, due to the relatively high voice activity factor, each voice flow is
typically allocated a dedicated, or circuit-switched channel. The number of dedicated chan-
nels supported by the radio access network is limited. When this limit has been reached no
more calls can be accepted and new call attempts are blocked. For accepted calls a satisfac-
tory speech quality should be maintained. This quality can be estimated by the rate of bit er-
rors or the rate of lost or erased frames over the radio interface. Calls with unbearable voice
quality may be dropped from the system to free up radio resources. The task of the radio ac-
cess network may be summarized as to support as many calls as possible while maintaining
an acceptable voice quality.
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Figure 4. A simplified view of the flow of voice and interactive data information
through the radio access network.
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During an interactive data session information typically arrives to the radio access network
in form of arbitrarily sized data packets separated in time by non-uniform inter-arrival times.
The packets often arrive in bursts during so-called or packet calls, e.g. IP packets belonging
to the same HTTP object. Within the radio access network the packets are segmented into
data blocks of suitable size for transmission over the radio interface. Since the arrival rate
may well exceed the capacity of the available channel, the data blocks may be queued in a
buffer before transmission. The bursty arrival rate of the flows motivates use of shared, or
packet switched channels. The more generous delay budget of these bearers also allows for
error control through retransmission of erroneous data blocks. The use of shared channels
means that there is no hard limit to the number of supported data sessions, and blocking of
sessions not necessary. A session may however be dropped from the system if its radio link
quality is so poor that no information can be conveyed over the radio interface. For accepted
sessions an acceptable quality, measured e.g. in delay or data rate should be maintained.
Again, the task of the radio access network may be summarized as to support as many ses-
sions as possible while maintaining an acceptable delay or bitrate quality.

The radio access network studied in thesis, GERAN, is further described in Chapter 3.

2.3 Performance Requirements

This section reviews the requirements relevant for this study from ITU, 3GPP and UWCC
put on IMT-2000, UMTS and US TDMA-based 3G systems respectively. These require-
ments apply on Radio Bearer level. Capacity and bearer capability requirements are quoted
and discussed per service. The requirements from ITU and 3GPP are largely equal. How-
ever, since 3GPP (at that time still ETSI) has had the intention to ‘meet or exceed’ the per-
formance required by ITU [4], reference is most often made to the requirements of 3GPP
stated in [8]. Corresponding requirements from ITU may be found in [7], [10] and [11]. The
UWCC requirements equal those of ITU except for spectral efficiency for interactive data
bearers.

It is found that the above requirements are sometimes somewhat imprecise, especially when
it comes to capacity. This may be explained by that the requirements were initially meant to
serve as guidelines during the evaluation and relative comparison of different 3G system
candidates, rather than for classification of existing system designs as 3G-compliant or not.
System capacity may of course also be seen as a means for different vendors and operators to
compete with each other within the freedom of the standard. Still, in order for the thesis con-
clusions not to rely solely on this rather vague basis, comparisons of the GERAN perform-
ance with another 3G technology, WCDMA, are taken as a complement to verifying it
against the standard requirements. Further, in the interactive data case comparisons to stan-
dard GPRS, the technology preceding GERAN, are made.

2.3.1 Voice

For low bitrate speech services, the requirements on quality and capacity are ‘at least as effi-
cient as GSM for the same QoS’ [8]. Formally, GERAN-based voice bearers are thus per
definition 3G compliant. This of course simplifies the task of this thesis; voice bearer service
performance does not have to be evaluated individually, but only in combination with inter-
active data bearers.

For GSM voice, bearer service quality requirements, or simply QoS requirements, are often
specified in terms of Frame Erasure Rates (FER) and delays. Various subjective Mean
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Opinion Score (MOS) tests have been done to investigate what delay and FER figures yield
acceptable voice quality for these bearers, see e.g. [47] and [66]. For the most common voice
bearer, the 12.2kbps Enhanced Full Rate (EFR), FER requirements of 0.5-2% for acceptable
voice quality is often assumed. Another increasingly popular voice bearer is the Multi Rate
5.9kbps (MR59) within the Adaptive Multi Rate (AMR) family. For MR59 a FER of 0.6% is
required for voice quality comparable with that of EFR at 1% FER [47]. Regarding delay
requirements, according to the 3GPP QoS concept [5] one-way transfer delays of down to
80ms within the radio access network or down to 100ms within the complete UMTS network
may be requested. According to evaluations presented by ETSI and 3GPP in [66] standard
GSM voice bearers sustain such delays.

2.3.2 Interactive Data

For interactive data services, 3G systems are targeted to offer significantly higher bitrates
than their predecessors. Peak bitrates of 2Mbps, 384kbps and 144kbps are required in indoor
/ low range outdoor, urban / suburban and rural areas respectively [8]. GERAN is here as-
sumed to be an outdoor system2, meaning that the requirement on peak bitrate is 384kbps.
There are no requirements on guaranteed minimum bitrate or maximum delay stated in [8],
which makes the above requirements somewhat weak. In principle, as long as it’s possible to
design a bearer with a peak bitrate exceeding 384kbps, the requirement is met, no matter
how small fraction of the users experience that level of service in an operating system.

Outside the formal requirement documents however, some informative recommended user
quality requirements may be found. In their proposed guidelines for evaluating 3G systems
[12], 3GPP recommends loading the system until the fraction of users achieving a session
throughput of at least 10% of the nominal 384kbps bitrate, i.e. 38.4kbps, decreases to 98%.
In the ITU guidelines [10] no corresponding bitrate measure is given, but ‘It is required that
good operating conditions (for the receivers) be maintained over X % (95%), of the area “A”
during Y % (95%) of the time. Further definition of “A” is needed.’ It may be noted that in a
system snapshot this corresponds good operating conditions for a minimum of 95% × 95% ≈
90% of the users.

In terms of capacity for interactive bearers, 3GPP loosely requires ‘maximized spectral effi-
ciency’ in [8]. No capacity requirement associated with their 98% satisfied user requirement
from [12] is given. Nor ITU states more specific capacity requirements than this. These ca-
pacity requirements are quantified by the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA)
and Universal Wireless Communications Consortium (UWCC) for US TDMA-based 3G
systems in [9]. Here a capacity requirement of 0.45 bps per Hz per three-sector site at full
load is stated. This capacity requirement is also associated with a guaranteed bitrate require-
ment of up to 64kbps. Use of ‘smart antennas or other advanced spectrum management tech-
niques’ is allowed to meet these requirements. A required fraction of satisfied users achiev-
ing the guaranteed bitrate is however not stated. This in turn makes it somewhat difficult to
unambiguously measure whether the performance is 3G compliant. A summary of the differ-
ent requirements from the organizations is provided in Table 1.

                                                
2 An indoor component of EDGE based on Wideband TDMA with a peak bitrate exceeding 2 Mbps was in fact
included in the EDGE submission to ITU’s IMT-2000 candidate evaluation [42]. Note further that the assump-
tion of this thesis of applying the outdoor performance requirements of course in a larger context does not re-
strict GERAN from being used for indoor applications.
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The GERAN interactive data bearers have a peak bitrate of 59.2kbps per timeslot, or
473.6kbps per 8 timeslots, and therefore meet the bitrate requirements for outdoor environ-
ments. Accepting the UWCC capacity requirement, it then remains to verify that their 0.45
bps/Hz/site figure can be met. For an 8-slot mobile the associated 64kbps guaranteed bitrate
requirement corresponds to 8kbps per timeslot. This may thus be taken as a user quality re-
quirement. A problem is though that it lacks an associated required fraction of satisfied users
achieving the guarantee. One solution to this problem is to apply the ITU requirement of
95% × 95% receivers in good operating conditions. An alternative is of course the hybrid
solution to apply the 3GPP requirement of 38.4kbps, or 4.8kbps per timeslot, for 98% of the
users to the UWCC spectral efficiency requirement.

Reflecting this uncertainty this thesis uses a range of bitrate requirements between 5 and
20kbps per timeslot, corresponding to 40 – 160kbps for an 8-slot mobile. Also different
fractions of satisfied users, ranging from 90-98% are used. As a reference, 10kbps is about
what is achieved under good radio conditions with standard GSM bearers.

To further establish the GERAN 3G capabilities a simple comparison to the capacity of
WCDMA is also done. Due to the different fairness characteristics of the two systems how-
ever, it is hard to make an unambiguous such comparison3. Rough comparisons of capacity
orders of magnitude are however possible.

2.3.3 Mixed Services

Offering a variety of bearer services is one of the major targeted improvements of 3G sys-
tems compared to their predecessors. Regarding performance requirements for this, [8] states
the requirements ‘capability to serve… …a variety of traffic mixes in economical way’ and
‘high spectrum efficiency for typical mixtures of different bearer services’. Although re-
flecting the above desire, these are quite loosely formulated requirements.

One way of interpreting these requirements is that capacities for individual bearer services
should be relatively maintained in mixed cases. Thus, a system capable of handling Un users
of service n in a single service scenario should be capable of handling un users of each serv-
ice n in a mixed service scenario so that:

∑(un / Un) ≥ 1  (Eq. 1)

Capable of handling here is defined according to 3GPP recommendations [12] as maintain-
ing acceptable fractions of satisfied users are for all service groups. For example, if the indi-

                                                
3 In GERAN the bearer quality, e.g. in terms of CSE bitrate, is quite widely distributed between users (see e.g.
Section 5.1). This is typically not the case for power controlled DS-CDMA based systems such as WCDMA.
This means that the way in which performance is measured, e.g. at which percentile, largely affects the per-
formance, and thereby the comparison to WCDMA.

Table 1 – A simplified summary of requirements on interactive data bearer perform-
ance in urban and suburban areas from different organizations.

Source Bearer Capability
(peak bitrate).

Minimum
Bitrate

Satisfied Users Capacity

3GPP 384kbps 38.4kbps 98% X
ITU 384kbps X 95% × 95% X

UWCC 384kbps 64kbps X 0.45bps/Hz/site
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vidual voice and interactive data capacities of a certain system are V and D users respec-
tively, the system should also be able to handle a mix of at least r×V voice and (1-r)×D data
users, for any service mix 0≤r≤1. This is a quite hard requirement. Exceeding it intuitively
requires that even at the individual capacity limits for the services, there is a resource margin
that the other service can make use of without interfering with the first one. Note for instance
that the academic case of mixing a service with itself would exactly meet this requirement.

Alternative ways to define the 3G requirement of course also exist. One such could be to
move the data-only end-point of the requirement from the maximum data capacity to the
previously defined 3G requirement for individual interactive data bearer performance.

Admittedly however both these interpretations of ‘economical’ or ‘high spectrum efficiency’
are quite loosely derived. To avoid relying on these interpretations alone, a benchmark com-
parison with WCDMA systems is also done. Due to the difficulties in comparing absolute
performance figures discussed above, this is done through normalizing the individual bearer
performance figures of both systems to common values, and just comparing the abilities to
maintain capacity for mixed service cases.

2.4 Performance Measures used in Thesis

In this thesis system load versus user quality evaluations are used to measure system per-
formance. The system load is increased until the fraction of satisfied users gets unacceptably
low. The load at this point is then taken as a measure of the system capacity. For mixed
service cases, a certain service mix is fixed, and the aggregate system load is increased until
the fraction of satisfied users for any of the services gets unacceptably low. The aggregate
load at this point is then the system capacity for this specific service mix.

A voice user is assumed to be satisfied if it is not blocked and its voice quality, measured in
average FER over the radio interface, is acceptable. A frame erasure is defined as an error in
the most valuable so-called class 1a bits of the speech frame [67]. The average FER of a call
is defined as the average of the expected Frame Error Probability (FEP) over all Nframes

frames of a call:

Average FER = ∑E(FEP) / Nframes  (Eq. 2)

Radio interface average FER requirements of 1% for EFR and 0.6% for MR59 bearers are
used. A system in which over a certain period of time Ncalls calls have been attempted, of
which NFER had unacceptable FER, and Nblocked were blocked, thus has a fraction of satisfied
voice users Γvoice of:

Γvoice = 1 – (NFER + Nblocked) / Ncalls  (Eq. 3)

It may be argued that average FER is not a comprehensive measure of voice quality e.g. in
cases with bursty interference. In the scenarios studied in the thesis however, assuming inter-
ference averaging frequency hopping schemes, the interference is quite stable, and average
FER is expected to reflect the voice quality relatively well. Other FER requirements than the
ones assumed here may of course also be discussed. This is not expected to significantly af-
fect the relative voice capacity comparisons of this thesis.

For interactive data bearer services, the quality measure used is Session Circuit Switched
Equivalent (CSE) bitrate. Roughly, the CSE bitrate measures ‘the number of information bits
delivered divided by the time when there were bits to deliver’. Effects of queuing within the
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radio access network are thus included in this measure. The CSE bitrate is first calculated per
transmission event, see Figure 5. A transmission event starts when a new data packet arrives
to an empty buffer in the RAN at tarrive, and ends when the buffer is empty again and the data
is correctly delivered over the radio interface4 at tempty. Notice that during one transmission
event new data packets may arrive, which are then added to the buffer. Packets that arrive
before the preceding packets are completely delivered, e.g. IP packets belonging to the same
WWW object, are thus concatenated. This way delay effects stemming from queuing behind
own packets are avoided. For a transmission event for which Nbits have arrived to the buffer
between tarrive and tempty the Event CSE bitrate is defined as:

Event CSE bitrate = Nbits / (tempty - tarrive) [bps] (Eq. 4)

The number of bits is calculated on IP-level. TCP and IP headers are thus included in this
number. A session CSE bitrate is then calculated by averaging the Event CSE bitrate of all
transmission events of a users session. For a session including Nevents transmission events the
Session CSE bitrate is defined as:

Session CSE bitrate = ∑Event CSE bitrate / Nevents [bps] (Eq. 5)

Note that due to delays outside the radio access network the rate at which web pages are de-
livered to the end user is typically lower than the CSE bitrate. However, the CSE bitrate
captures the radio access network performance and its effect on end-user performance quite
well. In fact, in [68], Equivalent Circuit Rate (ECR) – a quality measure very similar to CSE
bitrate, is discussed and concluded to capture the user experience of interactive data services.
Also it is regarded easily related to by both network planners and users due to its familiarity
with modem rates. The Session CSE bitrate is also quite similar to the session throughput
measure proposed by 3GPP in [12]. Session throughput is defined as ‘the ratio of correctly
received user bits during the entire session and the session length excluding the time where
there is nothing to transmit (i.e. empty buffer)’. In comparison, all transmission events con-
tribute equally to the session CSE bitrate measure, regardless of number of bits included,
whereas the bitrate of large transmission events dominate the session throughput measure.

As stated above, a reasonable bitrate requirement for Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS) may be 5 –
20kbps per time slot, corresponding to 40 – 160kbps for an 8-slot mobile. 10kbps is ap-

                                                
4 Note that due to the non-zero transmission time over the radio interface the transmission event strictly ends
slightly after the transmission buffer is emptied.

Nbits
time

Buffer size (#outstanding bits)

tarrive tarrive tarrivetempty tempty tempty

Nbits

Nbits

Slope = Event
CSE bitrate

Figure 5. An example of three transmission events. The event CSE bitrate is the average
rate at which the transmission buffer is emptied.
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proximately what is achieved under good radio conditions with circuit switched GSM today.
Sessions with session CSE bitrates below the above requirements are regarded as bad quality
sessions. An interactive data user may also be dropped from the system, in which case it is
assumed to be not satisfied. A system in which over a certain period of time Nsessions sessions
have been attempted, of which NCSE had unacceptable Session CSE bitrate, and Ndropped were
dropped, thus has a fraction of satisfied interactive data users Γdata defined by:

Γdata = 1 – (NCSE + Ndropped) / Nsessions (Eq. 6)

On system level, a service group requirement of 95% satisfied voice users is assumed. It may
be noted that many operators may target somewhat higher fractions of satisfied users, e.g.
98%. Simulation-wise it is however tedious to get good confidence for such high fractions.
Since voice performance is mostly studied from a relative perspective in thesis, i.e. evaluat-
ing if the relative capacity can be maintained in mixed service scenarios, the more practical
95% figure is deemed acceptable.

In the data case satisfied user requirements of 90%, 95% and 98% are used. The two higher
requirements are used in addition to the 90% requirement when deriving absolute perform-
ance figures in Chapter 5. When relative comparisons are made in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7,
the 90% figure, for which good confidence is more easily achieved, is instead used. Further,
in Chapter 5 complete CSE bitrate distribution plots are provided, so that the performance
for arbitrary fractions of satisfied user can be roughly extracted.

Spectral efficiency for voice bearers is measured in declared Erlangs per three-sector site per
system spectrum usage. Only the frequency spectrum allocated for traffic channels is in-
cluded in the system frequency spectrum measure. For a system with Nsites sites occupying a
total spectrum of B Hz that is observed under a period of tobserve seconds, during which Nframes

speech frames of duration tframe seconds have been delivered, the voice spectral efficiency
νvoice is defined as:

ν voice = Nframes × tframe / tobserve / Nsites / B [Erlangs/Hz/site] (Eq. 7)

Note that the first three factors Nframes × tframe / tobserve corresponds to the total speech time
divided by the observation time, i.e. the average number of speech users in the system. As an
example, in a 1/3 reuse with two 200kHz carriers (16 timeslots) per sector, a system that can
support 10 users per sector has a spectral efficiency of 3×10 users per site / 3×2×0.2MHz =
25 Erlang/site/MHz.

For interactive data bearers, spectral efficiency is measured as the number of delivered bits
per second per three-sector site divided by the system spectrum usage. For a system with
Nsites sites occupying a total spectrum of B Hz that is observed under a period of tobserve sec-
onds, during which Nbits bits have been correctly delivered, the interactive data spectral effi-
ciency νdata is defined as:

νdata = Nbits / tobserve / Nsites / B [bps/Hz/site]  (Eq. 8)

The first two factors, Nbits / tobserve, here correspond to the total system throughput. Hence, a
1/3 reuse system with two 200kHz carriers per sector that supports 20 data users per sector,
each generating 10kbps, thus has a spectral efficiency of 3×20×10 kbps per site /
3×2×0.2MHz = 0.5 bps/Hz/site.

The exclusion of the spectrum required for control channels from the system spectrum
measure B yield optimistic spectral efficiency figures. The motivation for this exclusion is
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that the control channel overhead does not scale well with the system size, and thereby yield
less general results. For GERAN the so-called Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) and other
common control channels require at least two timeslots of 25kHz each that typically also
have operate on a 200kHz carrier with a sparse frequency reuse, e.g. 4/12. Depending on
how the remaining timeslots, up to 6, of this carrier is used between 2×25×12 = 600kHz and
8×25×12 = 2400kHz of the spectrum may be considered occupied by control channels. As an
example, assuming a total available spectrum of 15MHz, the control channels would occupy
between 0.6/15 = 4% and 2.4/15 = 16% of this, and also reduce spectral efficiency corre-
spondingly. For other system sizes or amounts of spectrum availability similar results could
be derived.

For dimensioning purposes, it is desirable to have a capacity measure that is easily scalable
with the system’s radio resource units, which in the case of GERAN are timeslots. There-
fore, an alternative capacity measure denoted timeslot capacity is used for such cases. For
interactive data bearers, timeslot capacity is defined as the maximum carried traffic per time-
slot, measured in kbps, while the system still fulfils the satisfied user requirements. The re-
lation between spectral efficiency and timeslot capacity is:

Timeslot capacity = Spectral efficiency × Timeslot spectrum × Site reuse.  (Eq. 9)

For GERAN the timeslot spectrum is 200kHz per carrier / 8TS per carrier = 25kHz. Thus, if
the spectral efficiency of a 1/3 reuse system is 0.5 bps/Hz/site, the timeslot capacity is
0.5bps/Hz/site × 25kHz × 1 = 12.5kbps (Notice that the site reuse in a 1/3 system is 1).
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Chapter 3 The GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network

This chapter gives an overview of the GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network. Some funda-
mental architecture and service aspects are first presented. This is followed by a brief look at
how different bearer services may be realized using the GERAN radio protocol stack. Fi-
nally, some details are given on the key-elements for enhancing data rates compared to stan-
dard GPRS; 8-PSK modulation and Link Quality Control.

3.1 System Architecture and Service Aspects

Figure 6 depicts the role of GERAN in the overall UMTS and GSM system architecture (as
of 3GPP release 5). As UTRAN, GERAN uses the Iu interface to connect to the UMTS Core
Network (CN). It connects to the packet and circuit switched domains of the UMTS core
network (3G SGSN & 3G MSC) through the Iu-ps and Iu-cs interfaces respectively. For com-
patibility with pre-3G Mobiles Stations (MSs), the A and Gb interfaces towards the standard
GSM and GPRS core networks (MSC & SGSN) are kept. GERAN and UTRAN uses differ-
ent radio interfaces towards the Mobile Stations. The WCDMA radio interface of UTRAN is
denoted Uu, whereas the GERAN radio interface is denoted Um. A more detailed system ar-
chitecture description is available in GERAN overall description from 3GPP [45].

The use of the UMTS core network implies that service management and negotiation from
an application perspective will be identical for GERAN and UTRAN. Thus, as for UMTS,
GERAN will provide the core network with Radio Access Bearer (RAB) services. The
RABs are divided into four different QoS classes; conversational, streaming, interactive, and
background. The different types of RABs are further characterized with a number of attrib-
utes, e.g. guaranteed bitrate, maximum delay and bit error rate. The principle idea is that ar-
bitrary bearer services should be possible to specify using these attributes, and offered by the
RAN. The UMTS and IMT2000 QoS concepts are further described in [5] and [6] respec-
tively.

Within the GERAN the RABs are further mapped to one or several Radio Bearers. The radio
bearers are realized by parameter settings of the radio interface protocols in the GERAN and
MS. Depending on the QoS requirements of the associated RAB, different parameter settings
of the radio interface protocols are used. This is further discussed in the next section.

Iu-ps

M S
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RA N CN  edge node

SGSN

3G M SC
Iu-cs
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3G SGSN

M S

U m
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Figure 6. GERAN parallels UTRAN within UMTS system architecture. The approach is
to offer a common set of services but in different frequency bands.
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The system and service architecture approach may be summarized as for UTRAN and GE-
RAN to offer a common set of services, but operate in different frequency bands. UTRAN
should be used in UMTS frequency bands whereas GERAN should be used in GSM fre-
quency bands.

3.2 User Plane Protocols and Bearer Realization

To support the large variety of radio access bearers in a flexible and efficient way, different
modes of the radio-near protocols Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Radio Link
Control (RLC) and Medium Access Control (MAC), are used. By combining these modes
with a set of physical layer parameters several radio bearers can be realized. [45]

The user plane protocol structure for GERAN is depicted in Figure 7. The same PDCP as for
UTRAN is used to offer bearers to the CN in the same way as for UMTS. PDCP contains
e.g. header compression functionality. The RLC protocol provides e.g. segmentation and re-
assembly in the unacknowledged mode, extended by incremental redundancy ARQ func-
tionality in the acknowledged mode. The MAC protocol enables multiple users and flows to
share a common transmission medium. Shared or dedicated channels may be allocated de-
pending on which type of multiplexing is desired. Transparent modes of each protocol en-
able minimized overhead in case the functionality is not required. The physical layer sup-
ports different types of logical channels, characterized by different modulation formats
(8PSK or GMSK), channel coding (punctured convolutional codes) and interleaving depths.
Examples of such logical channels are different dedicated-type Traffic Channels (TCH) and
shared-type Packet Data Traffic Channels (PDTCH), each associated with a set of coding
schemes, interleaving depths and modulation formats. The GERAN overall description from
3GPP [45] provides a more detailed description of the different protocol layers and their
modes, as well as list of references to detailed specifications for each layer. Brief examples
of how the protocol modes can be combined to create different bearers are given below.

3.2.1 Conversational

A general conversational bearer can be accommodated e.g. by using either the transparent or
the non-transparent PDCP mode, the unacknowledged RLC mode, and a suitable MAC
mode. PDCP here performs IP/UDP/RTP header compression. The unacknowledged RLC
mode segments PDCP frames, numbers RLC blocks to detect lost blocks, and selects appro-
priate coding schemes.

Non-transparent Transparent

Acknowledged Unacknowledged

Dedicated

PDCP

RLC

TCH, PDTCH etc.

MACShared

Transparent

Phy

Figure 7. Simplified GERAN radio interface user plane protocol architecture. Different
protocol modes are combined to realize different radio bearers.
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Different bitrates may be achieved by selecting modulation and coding schemes and allo-
cating multiple slots. Target bit error rates may be achieved by selecting modulation and
coding schemes in combination with applying power control. Tailored voice solutions would
typically use the transparent PDCP and RLC modes together with the dedicated MAC mode
and TCH logical channels to reduce overhead. End to end Voice over IP bearers are enabled
by the non-transparent PDCP mode.

3.2.2 Streaming

Streaming bearers with relatively strict delay requirements may be built and maintained in
the same way as conversational bearers. The still slightly higher delay requirements com-
pared to conversational bearers may be used to enhance the performance through increased
interleaving depths. For bearers with looser delay requirements, a more efficient approach
may be to base streaming bearers on the acknowledged RLC mode, using the delay budget
for retransmissions.

3.2.3 Interactive and Background

Interactive and background bearers are typically built using the ‘non-transparent’ PDCP and
RLC modes, together with the shared MAC mode and PDTCH logical channels. A central
part of these bearers, referred to as EGPRS bearers, is Link Quality Control, see further
Chapter 3.3.

3.3 The EDGE Physical Layer – 8PSK Enables Higher Peak Data Rates

For compatibility and co-existence with GSM, EDGE has many physical layer parameters in
common with GSM. This includes 200 kHz channel spacing, 8 timeslots per TDMA frame
and 4.615 ms TDMA frame duration. In order to achieve higher data rates, EDGE introduces
the new modulation scheme linear 8PSK. Together with the symbol rate of 271 ksymbols/s
this facilitates a maximal gross data rate of 554 kbps/carrier, which is three times higher than
for standard GSM, see Figure 8. The standard GMSK modulation of GSM may still be used
in situations where a more robust modulation is needed. The 8PSK modulation is continu-
ously 3π/8 phase shifted. This decreases the peak to average ratio, but also enables the re-
ceiver to distinguish between 8PSK and GMSK modulated training sequences, thus allowing
blind detection of modulation. The selection of 8PSK for EDGE in favor of e.g. QAM-based
modulation schemes was based on its relatively low peak-to-average power ratio, together
with its ability to fit in the same spectrum mask as GMSK. A more detailed description of
the EDGE physical layer is available in the standard, see e.g. [67] and [69].

GMSK 8PSK

Figure 8. Schematic signal constellations of GMSK and 8PSK modulations. Through
increasing the possible signal shifts from two to eight, three times more bits are con-
veyed by every 8PSK symbol.
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3.4 The EGPRS Link Layer – LQC Utilizes Varying Link Quality

A characteristic of cellular systems is the varying link quality within a cell. This is especially
true for GERAN, which compared to other 3G technologies has rather limited means to
measure and compensate for these variations, see further Chapters 3.5 and 3.6. Typically,
different modulation and coding schemes are optimal for different link qualities. This can be
utilized by dynamically adapting the modulation and code rate with respect to the current
link quality – which is also referred to as Link Quality Control.

EGPRS employs a combined link quality control scheme with both Link Adaptation and In-
cremental Redundancy (or Hybrid Type II/III ARQ). In short, the modulation and coding
scheme for initial block transmissions may be selected based on link quality measurements.
If retransmissions are needed the robustness is increased through joint decoding of all trans-
mission attempts. In terms of maximizing throughput an efficient and simple solution is to
employ pure IR, i.e. using an initial code rate of 1 (equivalently uncoded). This approach
efficiently utilizes peaks in the link quality through the high bitrates achieved when the first
transmission attempt is successful. In situations with very poor link quality pure IR may
however lead to quite large numbers of retransmissions required for each block, which in
turn may result in long block delays or protocol stalling. To mitigate these effects the num-
ber of retransmissions required may be limited by using an initial code rate lower than 1.

Bitrate versus channel quality performance for the cases of pure IR and pure LA, i.e. with no
joint subblock decoding are depicted in Figure 9. Ideal LA operation is assumed, i.e. for each
link quality the modulation and coding scheme maximizing the bitrate is selected. Despite
this, the pure IR, using only MCS9, provides bitrates exceeding those of LA over the full
range of studied link qualities. In more realistic scenarios without access to perfect link
quality information, the LA performance decreases due to sub-optimal selection of modula-
tion and coding schemes. The IR performance is in the other hand not affected by this since
it does not rely on link quality measurements. Thus, in realistic scenarios a larger difference
between the two schemes than indicated by Figure 9 may be expected. Intuitively the limited
means of GERAN to measure and control the radio link quality is compensated by the inde-
pendence of such measures of IR.

A more detailed description of the link quality control scheme is provided in Appendix A,
the scheme is also discussed and evaluated in [39]. In the standards link quality control de-
tails are described within the RLC/MAC [70] and channel coding [67]specifications.

Regarding other link layer aspects, as for standard GPRS, selective repeat ARQ is used. To
improve protocol performance the window size will however be increased for EGPRS. Ad-
ditionally, support for segmenting and compressing ACK/NACK bitmaps is introduced to
further avoid protocol stalling. Also the Medium Access Control (MAC) functionality is
similar to that of standard GPRS, supporting both shared and dedicated channels. [70]

The overhead introduced by the RLC and MAC layers reduce the peak bitrate interfacing the
RLC layer to 59.2kbps per timeslot. At maximum all 8 timeslots on a carrier can be allocated
to one mobile station, hence yielding a peak bitrate of 8 × 59.2 = 473.6kbps. Noticeably peak
bitrates exceeding 384kbps can thereby be achieved.

Circuit switched EDGE bearers use a different link layer, a description of this may be found
in e.g. [40] and [41].
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3.5 Radio Resource Management Support

Radio resource management relies on availability of measurements of radio link quality and
the ability to control or adapt the radio bearers based on these measurements. In GERAN
these aspects depend on the protocol modes used, and their associated control channels.
Roughly, for dedicated channels measurement reports forming the basis for radio resource
allocation such as power control, timeslot allocation and handovers are periodically sent
every 480ms. For future versions of the standard update intervals of 120ms are discussed.
When using shared channels the rate of these reports is configurable, with a minimum value
of 480ms. Additional reports describing the own link quality can be polled for at arbitrary
instants.

Based on these reports the network allocates each mobile with a base station, a number of
timeslots and power level. Macro diversity is not supported by the standard so each mobile is
assigned only one base station. The number of timeslots that can be allocated to each mobile
and the dynamic range of the power control depend on the protocol modes used. Up to 8
timeslots can be allocated to each mobile using shared channels. Further, the power control
dynamic range is 30dB for dedicated channels and 10dB for shared channels.

3.6 A Qualitative Discussion of the 3G Capabilities of GERAN

Through using high-level modulation and link quality control GERAN can indeed offer high
peak data rates. To maintain backward compatibility with standard GSM enhancements in
other areas are however limited. Two fundamental differences between GERAN and other
IMT-2000 systems associated with this are the carrier bandwidth and the means to control
the radio bearers.

The GERAN carrier bandwidth is about 200kHz, which stems from a symbol rate of 271
ksymbols/s, or equivalently a symbol duration of 3.69µs. Roughly, with the typically used
equalizer receiver design [71], signal components separated in time by less than this can not
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Figure 9. Bitrate versus link quality performance for pure IR and ideal LA. IR outper-
forms LA for the full range of C/Is.
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be individually resolved, but will add up to a sum component. Depending on the phase dif-
ference the individual components will sometimes cancel each other and energy is lost. In
comparison, WCDMA has a chip rate of 3.84 Mchip/s, or equivalently a chip duration of
0.26µs. Using a rake receiver [71] individual signal components separated in time by delays
down to this figure can be resolved. Thus, in environments with delay spreads between some
tenths of microseconds to a few microseconds the WCDMA receivers will more efficiently
make use of the available signal energy. The narrower carrier bandwidth of course also
means that for supporting peak data rates above the 473.6kbps that 8PSK can achieve on one
carrier, multi-carrier capable mobile stations have to be used. Support for such are currently
not included in the GERAN standards.

The inability to resolve individual signal components also causes the sum component to fade
with frequency and in space. This is a problem since if the variations cannot be tracked by
the system it may have to be designed with a fade margin (see below). In GERAN the multi-
path fading may be mitigated by frequency hopping, which in principle averages the signal
strength over different frequencies, and thereby reduces the signal strength variation. Nev-
ertheless, somewhat larger signal strength variations may be expected for GERAN than for
WCDMA in many environments.

Beyond the variations of the desired signal strength, the amount of interference also affects
the received signal quality. In GERAN, the interference on one frequency and timeslot com-
bination is typically dominated by one or a few interferers, and thus varies proportional to
the behavior of those. Also this variation can be mitigated by frequency hopping, with which
the interference on several frequencies is effectively averaged. In comparison, in WCDMA
all users share the same frequency channel, and experience the same sum interference. In
scenarios where many users contribute equally to this sum interference, it does not vary
dramatically with the behavior of single users.

Thus, due to the differences in resolving individual signal components and interference aver-
aging, the signal quality in GERAN may be expected to vary more than for WCDMA. This
alone does not motivate any significant performance differences. However, the means to
track and adapt to the signal quality in GERAN are limited compared to WCDMA. In GE-
RAN measurement reports forming the basis for radio resource allocation such as power
control, timeslot allocation and handovers are typically sent every 480ms. Further, the dy-
namic range of the power control is 30dB. For WCDMA the power control update rate is
1600Hz and the dynamic range 80dB. Another principle difference is that WCDMA supports
soft-handover, which further enables compensation for poor link qualities.

In summary this means that the link quality can not be tracked and adapted to very accu-
rately in GERAN. Instead, for conversational-type services with constant bitrate require-
ments a fade margin has to be used. To cope with the signal quality dips, the system is di-
mensioned for a higher average signal quality than minimally required, which in turn reduces
the capacity of the system. On the other hand, for bearer services that do not require a con-
stant bitrate, but efficiently can make use of good signal quality, and for which sudden dips
are not very crucial, this is a smaller problem. This is the case for the GERAN interactive
data bearers employing incremental redundancy.

Altogether it may be expected that WCDMA has a general performance advantage over
GERAN in environments where the rake receiver outperforms the equalizer-based GERAN
receiver. An advantage may also be expected when it comes to offering constant bitrate-type
services, whereas for best-effort-type services this should not be as evident.   
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Chapter 4 Models, Assumptions and Analysis
Technique

This chapter presents the user behavior, radio network and GERAN system models used for
evaluating the performance of the GERAN concept. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the
models listed here are the ones used in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. The user behav-
ior and radio network models used here are similar to the recommended by ITU and 3GPP in
[10] and [12], but sometimes differ somewhat in parameter settings. This is not done in order
to postulate that users and radio networks behave different from what is proposed by ITU
and 3GPP. Instead it reflects the approach to span a range of behaviors rather than snapshots.
Due to the relatively complex nature of the studied system, the performance analyses are
done using stochastic simulations. This chapter also provides a description of the dynamic
multiple-cell system simulator employed. A summary of used models and simulation pa-
rameters is listed in Table 2 in the end of this chapter.

4.1 User Behavior Modeling

Two types of users are studied: WWW and voice. Measurement-based WWW [72] and voice
[73] traffic models are used to generate packets and talk-spurts for users in the system. Short
descriptions of these follow below.

WWW users enter the system and start their sessions according to a Poisson process. In the
simulations, the arrival rate of this process is varied for studying different system loads. The
average session length is 100s. Within a session a user requests a number of HTTP objects.
The inter-arrival time between HTTP objects is modeled with a four-state hyper-exponential
distribution with a mean of 11s. The size of the HTTP objects is log-normally distributed
with a mean of 8.8 kbyte, and a standard deviation of 44 kbyte. The HTTP objects are seg-
mented into TCP frames of maximum size 1460 bytes, which in turn are encapsulated in IP
packets of maximum size 1500 bytes. The inter-arrival time between IP packets belonging to
the same HTTP object is exponentially distributed with a mean of 0.1s.  During a session the
average offered load from one user is 6.4kbps. The WWW model is based on measurements
of traffic over telephone line modems, which typically have data rates similar to those ex-
pected for GERAN bearers. This model should thus better reflect the expected traffic than
models based on measurements on faster Local Area Networks.

For analyzing the robustness towards variations in traffic patterns, two alternative WWW
models are also used. The first of these alternative models is as the above default model
based on measurements of WWW traffic, but uses Pareto distributed HTTP inter-arrival
times and log-normally distributed HTTP object sizes. A more detailed description may be
found in [26]. The second alternative model uses exponentially distributed inter-arrival times
and HTTP object sizes with mean values of 10s and 1600-8100 bytes respectively. For both
the alternative models a session is modeled as a geometrically distributed number of HTTP
objects with a mean of 10.

Also voice users enter the system and place calls according to a Poisson process, the inten-
sity of which is varied to simulate different system loads. The average call duration is expo-
nentially distributed with a mean value of 90s (in the simulations this is limited to 15s to re-
duce simulation times). During a call, talk-spurts and silence periods are generated according
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to two different three-state hyper-exponential distributions. The average lengths of a talk-
spurts and a silence periods are 1.1s and 0.7s respectively, yielding a voice activity factor of
60%.

Spatially, voice and data users are independently of each other uniformly distributed over the
system area. Further, users are exclusively either voice or WWW users, not both.

4.2 Radio Network Modeling

The radio network is modeled as a number of 3-sector cells placed on a regular grid, forming
a hexagonal cell plan. An example of this is depicted in Figure 10 (left). Note that although a
regular grid is used, the cell borders, plotted in the right part of Figure 10, are far from hex-
agonal due to the shadow fading. The cell radius is 1km. Cell/sector frequency reuse pat-
terns5 ranging from 1/1 through 1/3 and 3/9 to 4/12 are studied.

Radio propagation is modeled with exponential path-loss and log-normally distributed
shadow fading. To model an urban or sub-urban environment, the default path-loss exponent
is set to 3.5 and the standard deviation of the log-normal fading typically to 8dB with a cor-
relation distance of 110 m. Multi-path fading is modeled with a GSM Typical Urban (TU)
channel profile [69] and a mobile speed of 3 km/h.  The output power is set sufficiently high
(20W) to avoid coverage problems, rendering the radio link quality in the system limited by
interference rather than noise.

Ideal frequency hopping over uncorrelated frequencies is assumed. The hopping patterns are
either random between co-channel cells, which in addition to frequency diversity achieves
interference diversity, or cyclic, which yields no interference diversity.

                                                
5 For example, in a 1/1 reuse each frequency is repeated in every sector, and in a 4/12 reuse each frequency
repeated in every 4th 3-sector cell.
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Figure 10. Example of hexagonal cell plan with uniformly distributed users (left), and
coverage areas of three selected cells. Notice the irregular coverage areas.
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4.3 GERAN System Modeling

As other cellular systems GERAN is a quite a complex system. To include all features and
restrictions of the system in a radio network evaluation is not feasible. This section presents
included as well as some excluded system specific aspects.

First of all, the evaluations cover only the GERAN user plane. Control signaling, e.g. in
terms of spectrum required for broadcast channels or delays for setting up bearers, is not
covered in the analyses, and not taken into account in the performance evaluation. For the
user plane, the protocol modes used to realize the voice and interactive data bearers are de-
picted in Figure 11. The modeling of each layer is also indicated. The protocol stack of GE-
RAN release 5 is used to depict the bearer realization; similar bearers could however also be
realized using the GERAN release 99 protocol stack. The results presented in this thesis thus
represent both the release 99 and release 5 standard.

Voice bearers are assumed to be realized using transparent PDCP, transparent RLC and
dedicated MAC. The functionality of these protocol modes is limited to delivering incoming
Service Data Units (SDUs) to their peer entities, no overhead is added. Modeling of these
layers is simply done through passing incoming speech frames directly to the physical layer.
The physical layer for voice uses a full-rate Traffic Channel (TCH/F) [45]. Discontinuous
Transmission (DTX) is used, i.e. the transmitter is switched off between talk spurts to reduce
interference. For both voice and interactive data bearers the pulse shapes, modulation meth-
ods, channel coding and interleaving schemes of the physical layer are all directly imple-
mented as specified in the GERAN standard in the link layer simulator, see Chapter 4.4.

Interactive data bearers are assumed to be realized using non-transparent PDCP, acknowl-
edged RLC, shared MAC and full-rate Packet Data Traffic Channels (PDTCH/F) on the
physical layer. The MAC layer, which determines when users get to transmit and using
which resources, is rather simply modeled. New packet flows entering the system are allo-
cated the channel in the cell with the least number of other flows allocated to it. This is done
to get an even time-slot load. A random selection is made between equally loaded timeslots.
Only single-slot mobiles are studied. Flows allocated to the same timeslot are scheduled in a
Round Robin fashion, transmitting one 20ms radio block at a time. Voice bearers have strict
priority over data bearers when allocating channels. Thus, data bearers may be dynamically
allocated on timeslots not occupied by voice calls, but are moved when the timeslot is re-
quested by a voice call. Data bearers are however not allocated timeslots of on going voice
calls that are temporary unused in between talk-spurts. Effects of multi-slot operation are
estimated by linearly extrapolating the single slot results. This is a rather crude model that is
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Figure 11. Protocol modes assumed for the voice and interactive data bearers. The
modeling of each layer is also indicated.
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employed for simplicity reasons and leaves room for some improvements in future studies.
Intuitively in multi-slot scenarios the trunking efficiency may be expected to decrease. Fur-
ther, multi-slot bearers average the interference levels over different timeslots, which may
lead to more narrow bearer quality distributions. The extent of these impacts, which are not
covered by the extrapolation, may however be estimated from the trunking and interference
averaging dependency analyses in Chapter 6.

The ARQ mechanism of the RLC layer is modeled with an immediate feedback stop-and-
wait scheme; i.e. erroneous data blocks are retransmitted already at the transmission oppor-
tunity immediately following the previous attempt. This is an idealistic model compared to
the selective ARQ scheme with non-zero roundtrip time of a real system. With a reasonably
low roundtrip time and the traffic model used in this study, an approximately 5% lower ca-
pacity for a given CSE bitrate may be expected with a more accurate model (see further
Appendix E).

The RLC model also contains the two Link Quality Control techniques link adaptation and
incremental redundancy. Typically pure incremental redundancy is employed, in which case
only MCS9 is used. All radio blocks are thus initially transmitted using rate-1 coded 8PSK,
if decoding fails, another such block is transmitted and jointly decoded with the first, yield-
ing an effective half-rate code. This procedure is repeated until the block is successfully de-
coded. If link adaptation without incremental redundancy is used, the C/I is measured every
100ms and the modulation and coding scheme maximizing the bitrate for that C/I is selected.

PDCP functionality and overhead is not included in the analyses. Functionality-wise this
means that TCP/IP headers are not compressed. This does not affect the results much though,
since the TCP/IP header is regarded as payload information when calculating the CSE bi-
trate. In terms of overhead, the PDCP header of 0-3 bytes, depending on PDCP mode, added
to every IP packet is not included. This is regarded a minor inaccuracy since the IP packets
are up to 1500 bytes long.

Algorithm-wise the system is rather simple. Power control is occasionally used for voice
bearers, but not for data bearers. A partly C/I compensating scheme similar to the one of [74]
with a C/I target of 10dB and an update interval of 120ms is used. Cell selection and hando-
ver is done randomly between the set of cells within 3dB of the strongest candidate. Drop-
ping of interactive data users is done using a leaky-bucket scheme. A counter for each link is
initialized to its maximum value of 128. The counter is then decreased by 1 for every erro-
neously transferred RLC block and increased by 10 for every successful block transmission.
The counter is truncated at its maximum value of 128. Users whose counters reach zero are
dropped. No dropping of voice users is employed.

4.4 The Simulation Analysis Technique

A stochastic simulation technique is used for analyzing the GERAN performance. A dy-
namic multiple-cell simulator is used for estimating the performance on system level. For
mapping radio link quality to bearer quality, the system simulator in turn uses data from a
single link simulator.

The system simulator cell plan comprises nine clusters, each of which contains a number of
sites and sectors equal to the frequency reuse. For example, for a 1/3 frequency reuse a total
of 27 sectors are included. This is the case shown in Figure 10 (left). A wrap-around tech-
nique is used to avoid border effects.
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Since most of the WWW traffic is expected to be mobile terminated, only the downlink di-
rection is studied. This selection is also motivated by that due to lack of receiver antenna di-
versity, the downlink is typically the direction limiting the capacity. The relative arrival rates
of the voice and WWW are varied to simulate different levels of offered traffic load. When
studying mixed services, the relative arrival rates of voice and WWW users are adjusted to
reach the desired service mix.

The time step of the system simulator is 20ms, corresponding to the recurrence of speech
frames and data blocks in GERAN. In every time step the C/I for each active link is calcu-
lated. The C/I is used to generate expected frame erasure rates for voice bearers and block
errors for data bearers. This is done using C/I to FER or BLER mapping results from the link
level simulator. To model incremental redundancy operation the BLER versus C/I perform-
ance of MCS9 is used to generate block errors for initial transmission attempts. For retrans-
missions an empirical model is used to reflect the decreased effective code rate and increased
success probability. A fraction of the C/I for the preceding transmission attempts is stored,
and added to the C/I of the new transmission before generating the new error probability.
Tests with both fixed and varying C/I between transmission attempts have shown that storing
a fraction of 0.65 yield minimum deviations from reference simulations of the true scheme.
Results of this test are shown in Figure 12.

The C/Is calculated on system level do not include effects of multi-path fading, but are of
average nature. Multipath effects are instead included in the link level simulator. The link
level results are averaged over a large number of multi-path fading realizations to obtain av-
erage BLER or FER as a function of average C/I. In addition to a Typical Urban channel
profile and a mobile speed of 3km/h, the link level simulator assumes ideal frequency hop-
ping over uncorrelated frequencies. On system level interference averaging is used to model
the interference diversity properties of random frequency hopping on system level. When
calculating the C/I of data blocks or speech frames the interference is averaged over a ran-
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Figure 12. True (from link simulations on bit-level) and modeled Incremental Redun-
dancy (IR) bitrate versus C/I performance. The mean squared error in C/I averaged
over all bitrates is about 0.4dB2.
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dom set of channels in the cell. The size of the set is set equal to the interleaving depth, i.e. 4
for data blocks and 8 for speech frames. Cyclic frequency hopping is modeled by not aver-
aging interference. Evaluations using an alternative simulation technique with multi-path
fading explicitly included on system level are provided in Appendix D.

For voice users the expected FER is averaged over the duration of the call and used as a
measure of voice quality. For data users the CSE bitrate is calculated for each transmission
event, and averaged to form a session CSE bitrate, which is the quality measure used. For
each system scenario, five simulation runs of 100s each are run. Each run uses different ran-
dom seeds. The results are averaged over the five runs before presented. To verify that a suf-
ficient accuracy level has been reached 95% confidence intervals are also calculated. To get
easily readable plots the confidence intervals are typically not included; some examples are
however given in Appendix C.

Table 2 – Summary of used models and simulation parameters
HTTP object size Log-normal (µ = 8.8 kbyte, σ = 44 kbyte)

HTTP object inter-arrival time Hyper-exponential (µ = 11s)

WWW load per user during session 6.4kbps

Voice call duration Exponential (µ = 15s)

Voice activity factor 0.6

Mobile speed 3 km/h

Frequency reuse (Site/Sector) 1/1, 1/3, 3/9, or 4/12, default 1/3

Path-loss Exponential (rσ), α = 2 – 4, default 3.5

Shadowing Log-normal, σ = 6 – 10dB, default 8dB

Channel response GSM Typical Urban

Frequency hopping Random (modeled as interference averaging)

Adjacent Channel Protection 20dB

Mobile types Single slot

Channel Allocation Strict voice priority w. preemption

Scheduling Round-Robin

System size 27, 81 or 108 sectors depending on frequency reuse

Simulation time 5 × 100s

Miscellaneous Downlink
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Chapter 5 A Simple Evaluation of Interactive Data
Performance

This chapter contains basic evaluations of the GERAN ability to offer interactive data bearer
services. The evaluations are done for typical specific system scenarios and radio environ-
ments. The GERAN performance is compared to 3G requirements as well as the perform-
ance of preceding and parallel access technologies. Results similar to those of this chapter
have earlier been presented in e.g. [26] and [30]. The results presented here differ mainly in
that they are based on later receiver performance figures and that CSE bitrate is used for
measuring performance.

5.1 CSE Bitrate versus System Load Behavior

As described in the previous chapter, the GERAN system performance is evaluated through
user quality versus system load analyses. The offered system load is increased until the frac-
tion of satisfied users falls below a minimum acceptable level. The criterion for being a satis-
fied interactive data user is exceeding a certain session CSE bitrate. This required session
CSE bitrate may be set to e.g. 10 or 20kbps per timeslot.

Four different system cases are evaluated. The focus is on the GERAN case with incremental
redundancy enabled. To see the gain of using incremental redundancy, a case employing
only link adaptation is also evaluated. In addition to these two EDGE-based cases, two stan-
dard GPRS cases are also evaluated. One is using all four available GPRS coding schemes,
CS1-4, and one using only CS1-2. The latter case is slightly less complex to implement in an
existing GSM system, and may be seen as first step or low cost GPRS scenario. The default
models form Chapter 4 are used, i.e. 1/3 frequency reuse etc.
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Figure 13. Session CSE bitrate distributions for EGPRS and standard GPRS for differ-
ent offered loads (10-25kbps per timeslot). Higher loads yield lower bitrates. EGPRS
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Figure 13 shows how different offered traffic loads affect the session CSE bitrate distribu-
tion among users in the system. The plot shows the EGPRS case for offered loads of 10 –
25kbps per timeslot. A case with standard GPRS (CS1-4) bearers and 10 – 15kbps offered
load per timeslot is also shown. Similar plots may be derived also for the other cases.

It is seen that EGPRS provides significantly higher CSE bitrates than standard GPRS. With
equal offered loads per timeslot, the EGPRS case yields more than three times higher CSE
bitrates than standard GPRS. At a load of 10kbps per timeslot about 40% of the users get a
CSE bitrate exceeding 48kbps per timeslot, corresponding to 384kbps for an 8-slot mobile.
For higher offered loads this fraction decreases.

Assuming that a CSE bitrate of 10kbps per timeslot at the 10th percentile is an acceptable
bearer quality, an offered load of about 20kbps per timeslot can be managed. In this case a
median CSE bitrate of about 27kbps per timeslot is achieved, and about 10% of the users
exceed a CSE bitrate of 48kbps per timeslot. For a 10th percentile CSE bitrate requirement of
20kbps, the results indicate that the median CSE bitrate would amount to slightly less than
40kbps, and that some 25% of the users would experience CSE bitrates of at least 48kbps per
timeslot.

Plotting 10th percentile CSE bitrates versus declared system load enables a refined quality
versus load analysis. Figure 14 shows such plots for all four system cases studied. The de-
clared load is here expressed in terms of spectral efficiency. It is seen that for a given CSE
bitrate requirement the EGPRS cases can carry significantly more traffic than the GPRS
ones. For CSE bitrate requirements of 5 – 15kbps the EGPRS capacity using IR is about 2.5
– 6 times higher than that of standard GPRS using CS1-4. The higher the CSE bitrate re-
quirement the larger the gain. For a CSE bitrate requirement of 10kbps the capacity gain is
well above a factor of three. It is further seen that for EGPRS, the capacity difference be-
tween the IR and LA mode is approximately 35%.
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Looking at absolute values, for a CSE bitrate requirement of 8kbps per timeslot, a spectral
efficiency of about 0.79 bps/Hz/site is achieved, which is well above the UWCC 3G re-
quirement of 0.45 bps/Hz/site. For CSE bitrate requirements of 10, 15 and 20kbps per time-
slot, the spectral efficiencies are reduced to about 0.74, 0.64 and 0.54 bps/Hz/site, which still
remains above the required figure. Alternatively, at the required spectral efficiency of 0.45
bps/Hz/site, a 10th percentile CSE bitrate of 25kbps is achieved. Figure 13 indicates that at
this load some 30-40% of the users would achieve a CSE bitrate per timeslot of 48kbps. Lin-
ear extrapolation of this yields that the fraction of 8-slot mobiles exceeding a CSE bitrate of
384kbps is limited to about 30-40%.

The impact of different fractions of satisfied users is shown in Figure 15, which in addition
to 10th percentile CSE bitrates also show 5th and 2nd percentile values for the EGPRS case.
As expected the capacity decreases with increased fractions of satisfied users. The 3GPP
quality requirements of 98% satisfied users with 4.8kbps per timeslot is reached at a spectral
efficiency of 0.64 bps/Hz/site. This load further corresponds to a 10th percentile bitrate of
about 15kbps. Also, from Figure 13 it may be extracted that about 15% of the users achieve
a bitrate exceeding 384kbps.

Notice however that the 384kbps requirement concerns the bearer peak rate. This is as
stipulated in Chapter 2.3.2 fulfilled by the EGPRS bearers. Together with the spectral effi-
ciencies exceeding the UWCC requirement of 0.45 bps/Hz/site, this leads to the conclusion
that the formal 3G requirements for interactive data bearers are met.

Also note that UWCC allows usage of ‘smart antennas’ for fulfilling their requirement of
0.45 bps/Hz/site. This feature, which may be expected to significantly improve performance,
is not utilized in the evaluations of this thesis. On the other hand the control channel over-
head, which is not included in the evaluations of this thesis, may according to the example of
Chapter 2.4 be expected to reduce the spectral efficiency by some 4-14% depending on de-
ployment.
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5.2 A Rough Comparison with other 3G Systems

In addition to comparing the GERAN performance to the above requirements, a rough com-
parison to the performance of other 3G systems is also motivated. As stated in chapter 2.3.2,
such a comparison depends strongly on the performance measure used, for GERAN specifi-
cally at which percentile CSE bitrate is measured. The results should thus be taken as in-
dicative of magnitudes of order rather than exact comparisons.

Interactive data capacity evaluations for initial WCDMA designs may be found in the UTRA
RTT submission to ITU’s IMT-2000 evaluation [55]. In a macro cell environment spectral
efficiencies of 337, 290 and 289 kbps/MHz/cell are reported for interactive data bearer serv-
ices with peak rates of 64, 144 and 384kbps respectively in the FDD mode. For the TDD
mode, under somewhat different assumptions, a spectral efficiency of 320 kbps/MHz/cell is
given for bearers with 144kbps peak rate. Corresponding results for CDMA2000 are avail-
able in the CDMA2000 RTT submission [56]. There spectral efficiencies of 322, 187 and
132 kbps/MHz/cell are given for bearers with peak rates of 76.8, 153.6 and 460.8kbps re-
spectively.

Using the spectral efficiency measure of this thesis the WCDMA FDD result for 384kbps
bearers corresponds to 3 × 0.289 = 0.87 bps/Hz/site. This is in the same order as the GERAN
results presented in this chapter. Notice again that different traffic models, environments and
performance measures are used in the different evaluations. Also control channel overhead is
included in the WCDMA and CDMA2000 evaluation, which is not the case for the GERAN
results.

Further notice that both the WCDMA and CDMA2000 concepts have undergone some
modifications since the results of the RTT submissions were derived. These modifications
are however expected not to affect the performance by orders of magnitude. The above
rough comparison may thus still be approximately valid. A relevant reflection is however
that while for example WCDMA is still in its infancy, and several enhancements like the
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) concept [75] are still to come, GSM/EDGE
is a rather mature technology. Nevertheless the results indicate that the GERAN capacity is
comparable with that of early versions WCDMA and CDMA2000 for the studied services.
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Chapter 6 A Closer Look at Interactive Data
Performance

In Chapter 5 the GERAN interactive data performance was evaluated for one typical sce-
nario, and seen to meet the 3G requirements. This chapter extends this evaluation to cover
multiple scenarios, including different radio environments and user behaviors. This can be
seen as a robustness analysis of the results of Chapter 5. Such a robustness test may also
serve as a basis for developing dimensioning rules for interactive data services, for which it’s
necessary to determine which factors affect the amount of data that can be carried by the
system. Dimensioning is an important means for controlling the minimum bearer quality a
user can expect, e.g. during heavily loaded busy-hours. This minimum quality is probably an
at least as important characteristic as the more often discussed peak bearer quality. Reflect-
ing this, the robustness analysis of this chapter uses a performance measure suitable for di-
mensioning purposes, timeslot capacity, and based on the results also presents some simple
dimensioning guidelines. This material has partly earlier been presented in [61].

6.1 Statistical QoS Requirements, Timeslot Capacity and Dimensioning

For interactive data services such as WWW or WAP browsing, bearers are often specified in
a best-effort fashion without minimum quality guarantees. According to the UMTS Quality
of Service (QoS) concept [5] for example, interactive and background services have no hard
QoS requirements in terms of guaranteed maximum delay or minimum bitrates. It is however
reasonable to expect that operators may want to dimension their systems to offer some form
of statistical guarantees also to users of such services [59]. This may serve purposes of dif-
ferentiating one’s own service from services offered by other operators, or mutually differ-
entiating between the interactive services of one operator. For an interactive data bearer
service, the requirement may consist of being served with a certain minimum bitrate or
maximum delay on a long-term basis, or with a given probability. Notice that contrary to e.g.
the transfer delay attribute of the UMTS conversational and streaming classes, there is no
deterministic guarantee of QoS (delay) for an arbitrary Service Data Unit (e.g. speech frame)
[5], thereby the notation ‘statistical’ QoS requirements. This is an important difference since
it allows more flexible bearer realization; e.g. using shared rather than dedicated resources.
Temporary overload situations may also be allowed without necessarily breaking most QoS
contracts. Implementation-wise, different requirements could be associated with different
settings of the traffic handling priority attribute in the UMTS bearer description [5].

In addition to the interactive traffic class, it may be suspected that users of the background
class are not completely lacking requirements either. To avoid churn, an operator may wish
to offer also the background users a certain minimum QoS on a long-term basis. This thesis
though focuses on the interactive service class, noticing that similar reasoning may be appli-
cable to the background class.

Using CSE bitrate as a quality measure, an example of a statistical QoS requirement for the
interactive class, is to guarantee a certain session CSE bitrate for 90% of a user’s sessions on
a long-term basis, which may be approximated with 90% satisfied users in a snapshot study.
This is also the measure chosen for this study. As stated before, a reasonable bitrate require-
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ment for Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS) may be 10 – 20kbps per time slot, or 80 – 160kbps for
an 8-slot mobile.

To properly dimension radio access networks the radio resource cost for offering the statisti-
cal QoS needs to be known. In this study, the inverse cost measure timeslot capacity, defined
in Chapter 2.4 is used. For interactive data bearers, the timeslot capacity measures the
maximum carried traffic per timeslot while the system still fulfils the statistical QoS re-
quirements. Together with a traffic model, the timeslot capacity can be used to determine the
number of users each timeslot is capable of handling. For example, if the timeslot capacity is
15kbps, and each user on average (including silence periods between and within sessions)
generates 0.3kbps during busy-hours (corresponding to 15Mbytes per month assuming 110
busy-hours per month), each timeslot can handle 15/0.3 = 50 users. Alternatively, the radio
resource cost for offering the service would be 0.3/15 = 1/50 timeslot.

Notice that the timeslot capacity measure, contrary to e.g. spectral efficiency, is not normal-
ized with the amount of the system spectrum each timeslot occupies, i.e. frequency reuse.
Therefore, the timeslot capacity typically increases with the frequency reuse. This though
does not necessarily mean that the spectral efficiency is affected in the same way. As stated
in Chapter 2.4, the relation between spectral efficiency and timeslot capacity is: Timeslot ca-
pacity = Spectral efficiency × Timeslot spectrum × Site reuse. For instance, if the spectral
efficiency of a 1/3 reuse system is 0.45 bps/Hz/site, the timeslot capacity is 0.45bps/Hz/site
× 25kHz × 1 = 11.25kbps (Notice that the site reuse in a 1/3 system is 1). In a 3/9 system
with spectral efficiency 0.33 bps/Hz/site, the corresponding figure is 0.33 bps/Hz/site ×
25kHz × 3 = 24.75kbps, i.e. higher than in the 1/3 system.

6.2 Estimated Timeslot Capacities

This chapter presents simulated results on the cost of offering statistical QoS in terms of
timeslot capacity. The timeslot capacity dependency on a number of parameters is evaluated.
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6.2.1 Dependency on Radio Related Parameters

Intuitively, in interference limited scenarios, the timeslot capacity will depend on parameters
affecting the channel quality of the timeslots, e.g. frequency reuse and path-loss. Likewise,
the receiver performance, i.e. the ability to receive poor quality signals, will directly impact
the timeslot capacity.

Figure 16 shows how the 10th percentile session CSE bitrate decreases with offered load per
timeslot for a number of frequency reuse patterns. Equivalently, this can be viewed as a de-
crease in timeslot capacity for an increase in CSE bitrate requirement. Note that for all reuse
cases, the curves appear to approach the theoretical maximum CSE bitrate of 59.2kbps for a
zero timeslot capacity. Using linear approximation, one known timeslot capacity point may
be used together with this fixed point to roughly estimate timeslot capacities for other CSE
bitrate requirements. For a timeslot capacity c at a CSE bitrate requirement b, the slope of
the curve will simply be (59.2-b)/c, and the change in timeslot capacity per change in bitrate
requirement c/(59.2-b). As expected, it is also seen that for a given CSE bitrate requirement,
the timeslot capacity increases with the frequency reuse, i.e. with lower interference. Figure
17 depicts this dependency for CSE bitrate requirements of 10 and 20kbps. The results indi-
cate that each timeslot can be loaded with some 6, 18, 33 and 38kbps in 1/1, 1/3, 3/9 and
4/12 reuse systems respectively while maintaining a 10th percentile CSE bitrate of 10kbps6.
For a 20kbps requirement the capacities are in accordance with the above reasoning about
(20-10) × c / (59.2-10) ≈ 0.8c, i.e. some 20% lower. Note that the higher the reuse the
smaller the difference in timeslot capacity. This is explained by the systems becoming less
limited by interference and more limited by queuing for sparser reuse patterns, in turn ren-
dering the reuse less important. It is seen that difference in timeslot capacity between the 1/1

                                                
6 Corresponding spectral efficiencies are 0.68, 0.74, 0.44 and 0.38 bps/Hz/site for 1/1, 1/3, 3/9 and 4/12 reuse
systems respectively, i.e. highest for the 1/3 case.
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and 1/3 reuse cases is approximately a factor 3, the system capacity is thus roughly the same
in these cases. This indicates that the interference level already in the 1/3 case is limiting the
capacity; there is no trunking gain from the increased number of available resources (time-
slots) per sector in the 1/1 reuse case. Between the 1/3 and 3/9 reuse cases the difference is
about a factor two. In a completely interference limited case the difference would be a factor
9/3 = 3. The lower figure indicates that channel shortage, or queuing, limits the capacity in
the 3/9 case. This trend is even more evident between the 3/9 and 4/12 reuse cases, which are
seen to differ in timeslot capacity with about a factor 1.1, compared to the expected figure
12/9 = 1.33.

The path-loss impact on timeslot capacity for 1/1, 1/3 and 3/9 reuse systems, around which
most typical GERAN reuse patterns are expected, is shown in Figure 18. For a pathloss ex-
ponent ranging from two to four, compared to reference case of 3.5, the relative timeslot ca-
pacity varies rather linearly between 0.5 and 1.2. The impact of the path-loss is very similar
for the reuse cases, especially for 1/3 and 3/9.

Figure 19 shows how the timeslot capacity depends on receiver performance. For the 1/1, 1/3
and 3/9 reuse cases the results indicate capacity gains of about 16%, 10% and 6% respec-
tively per dB improvement in link performance. The higher the reuse the lower the depend-
ency on the link performance. The reason for this is twofold. First, with higher frequency
reuse the radio link quality increases and the peak rate of the channels is approached. In such
cases queuing limits the performance of the system rather than interference. Secondly, for a
given link quality, with a one-dB improvement in link performance, the transmission time,
and thereby the generated interference, will decrease due to the increase in bitrate. This inter-
ference reduction follows the EGPRS bitrate versus C/I characteristics (see Figure 9). Trans-
forming the bitrate axis to log-scale, it is seen that the bitrate increase declines with in-
creased C/I. Alternatively, the decrease in transmission time per dB better link performance
is lower for higher C/Is. Since typically the higher the frequency reuse the higher the C/I,
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Figure 18. Timeslot capacity dependency on pathloss exponent for a CSE bitrate re-
quirement of 10kbps per timeslot. The capacity increases with increased pathloss. The
effect is similar for different reuse factors.
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this also explains the declining dependency on link performance for increased frequency re-
uses.

The very similar dependency on path-loss exponent for the different reuse cases may be sus-
pected to contradict this rule of higher reuse systems being less dependent on link quality.
This behavior is however explained by that the impact of the path-loss exponent α on the C/I
is larger for systems with larger reuse factors. Neglecting fading, the C/I at the cell border is
proportional to 10αlog10[√(3K)], where K is the frequency reuse.

Apart from path-loss, the degree of shadow fading may of course also be suspected to affect
the timeslot capacity. This effect is though quite limited, see further Figure 22.

The performance dependency on different channel profiles is not explicitly analyzed in this
thesis. It’s fairly obvious that different degrees of time dispersion and Doppler spread will
affect the timeslot capacity. However, with knowledge of how such aspects affect the re-
ceiver performance, the impact on timeslot capacity can be estimated from the above results
on how general receiver performance affects the timeslot capacity. Link level performance
requirements for different channel profiles may be found in [69].

6.2.2 Dependency on User Behavior – The Impact of the Traffic Pattern

In addition to the analysis on how timeslot capacity varies with radio related parameters, an
investigation of the dependency on traffic patterns is also made. This is regarded an impor-
tant study since the traffic patterns encountered by a GERAN system are still unknown.

The traffic pattern is varied in different ways. First, the HTTP object size of the original
WWW model is varied between one fourth, half, and twice the original size of 8.8kbyte. In
addition to this, an alternative measurement based WWW model is used. This model its
tested with its original HTTP object size of 8.2kbyte, as well with as half this size. Finally,
tests are made with an exponential model with average HTTP object sizes of 2.05, 4.1 or
8.2kbyte.
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Figure 19. Timeslot capacity dependency on link performance for a CSE bitrate re-
quirement of 10kbps per timeslot. The link performance is more important for tight
reuse patterns.
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Figure 20 shows how the timeslot capacity varies with the HTTP object size and the differ-
ent traffic models. The traffic model itself, e.g. the HTTP object arrival process and size dis-
tribution, does not appear to affect performance very much. For equal HTTP object sizes
similar timeslot capacities are achieved. An obvious dependency on the HTTP object size is
seen though. Smaller HTTP objects render lower timeslot capacities. The overall impact is
limited to a timeslot capacity variation of some ±2kbps. This effect is likely partly due to
truncation effects, the smaller the packet sizes the more significant the loss from the radio
interface granularity of 148 bytes (the size of an MCS9 radio block). Also, the smaller the
packets the more significant the effects of queuing become. It should also be noted that the
effects of RLC roundtrip-times and polling intervals evaluated in Appendix E are likely to be
more evident for shorter HTTP objects.

Effects of user mobility are not explicitly evaluated in this thesis. The impact of Doppler ef-
fects should however as other channel profile aspects be possible to estimate from the de-
pendency on general link performance.

6.2.3 Dependency on System Configuration

Applying basic traffic theory rules it might be expected that the timeslot capacity is affected
by the amount of resources available. Figure 21, containing a plot of the timeslot capacity
versus the number of timeslots available per sector, shows that this is also the case. The
trunking effects are however not very dramatic. Even when the amount of timeslots available
is limited to two, the timeslot capacity does not drop more than a few kbps. This limited de-
pendency is likely partly due to the employed round robin scheduling, which intuitively
splits shared timeslots into smaller sub-channels for each allocated user.

The type of frequency hopping used is another system deployment related aspect that may
affect the timeslot capacity. Evaluations using random frequency hopping, providing inter-
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Figure 20. Timeslot capacity dependency traffic pattern. The HTTP object size is varied
using three different traffic models. Timeslot capacity increases with increased object
sizes. The traffic pattern itself yields minor capacity differences.
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ference diversity, and cyclic frequency hopping, providing no interference diversity, how-
ever indicate small differences in timeslot capacity, see Figure 22. Further, since the EGPRS
link performance without frequency hopping is similar to the one with, see e.g. performance
requirements in [69], the timeslot capacity without frequency hopping should be similar to
that with cyclic hopping, and thereby also random hopping.

The frequency reuse, the impact of which is discussed in Chapter 6.2.1, is of course another
system aspect affecting the timeslot capacity.

6.2.4 Summary – Which Parameters Matter Most?

Figure 22 summarizes the timeslot capacity dependency on the different parameters studied.
A system with 1/3 frequency reuse, a CSE bitrate requirement of 10kbps, a path-loss expo-
nent of 3.5, 8dB standard deviation of log-normal fading, 8 timeslots per cell, an average
HTTP object size of 8.2 Kbytes and interference averaging is used as a reference. Among the
parameters tested, it is seen that the largest impact is clearly the one of the of the frequency
reuse7. This is followed by the CSE bitrate requirement and the path-loss. Other parameters
affect the timeslot capacity to a less extent. The receiver performance impact may of course
be significant for performance differences of several dBs.

6.3 Simple Dimensioning Principles

The timeslot capacity consistency with parameter variations described above allows simple
dimensioning principles to be derived. Facilitating this is also the fact that among the pa-

                                                
7 Notice again that the timeslot capacity is not normalized with the system spectrum. The total system capacity
thus does not follow this behavior. Normalizing with the system spectrum yields similar spectral efficiencies in
1/3 and 1/1 reuse systems, whereas 3/9 and 4/12 systems yield lower figures.
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rameters that significantly do affect the timeslot capacity, at least the frequency reuse and
CSE bitrate requirement should be easily accessible in the dimensioning process.

For example, in a 1/3 reuse system and for a 10th percentile CSE bitrate requirement of
10kbps, with standard propagation assumptions, the timeslot capacity is about 18kbps. Re-
visiting the example from Chapter 6.1, assuming that each user on average generates 0.3kbps
during busy-hours, each timeslot can then handle some 18/0.3 = 60 users. In a 3/9 reuse sys-
tem the corresponding figure would be 33/0.3 = 110 users. For an increase in CSE bitrate
requirement, the timeslot capacity will rather linearly approach zero, which is reached at a
CSE bitrate requirement of 59.2kbps.

Pathloss and receiver performance conditions other than the standard values assumed above
are important to take into account. A change in pathloss exponent of 0.5 renders a timeslot
capacity change of approximately 15-20%, whereas a one-dB change in receiver perform-
ance, e.g. due to a difference in propagation conditions, implies a timeslot capacity change of
some 5-15%. The simulation results indicate that e.g. the number of timeslots available, the
traffic pattern, shadowing, and use of frequency hopping on the other hand will affect time-
slot capacity to a smaller extent.

One should of course note that the timeslot capacities presented here are based on simula-
tions, and that real-life figures may well differ from these. The relative parameter depend-
ency of the timeslot capacity should however be reasonably accurate, and may thus still indi-
cate what can be expected in real systems.
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Figure 22. A summary of the timeslot capacity dependency on various parameters. The
frequency reuse is clearly the most important factor, followed by CSE bitrate require-
ment and pathloss.
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Chapter 7 Mixed Service Performance

Future wireless systems will offer a broad mix of services. The capacity of these systems
will be given by the mix of services and the number of supported users using each service,
rather than in Erlangs or kbps per cell per MHz for one single service. Thus, it is important
for a 3G system to efficiently share its scarce resources between such a mix of different
services, each with different quality requirements. This chapter first discusses some general
resource sharing issues for multiple service scenarios, and then outlines how these can be
applied to GERAN in interference limited scenarios through power setting. The focus on
tight reuse interference limited scenarios is motivated by such scenarios enabling the highest
absolute system capacities, see e.g. Chapter 6. Some of the results presented here are also
available in [62][63] and [64].

7.1 A General Principle for Sharing Resources – Resource Balancing

Assume first that capacity for a certain service mix in multiple service systems is straight-
forwardly defined as the maximum aggregate load for which all services’ quality require-
ments are sustained. This definition of capacity for multiple service systems is also the one
used by 3GPP in [12]. Aggregate load may e.g. be defined as the total number of users to-
gether with the fractions of users of the different services; i.e. the service mix. Quality re-
quirements may be expressed in two steps; first as a service group quality measure, e.g. in
terms of a certain fraction of satisfied users of a service. For an individual user to be satisfied
in turn requires a certain minimum user quality, often simply denoted QoS, specified e.g. in
terms of a certain minimum voice quality or data-rate. An example of a quality versus aggre-
gate load behavior and associated capacity evaluation for a system with two services A and B
is depicted in Figure 23 (left). The aggregate load A0 at which the group quality for the first
(‘worst’, or most sensitive) service fails to meet its quality requirements QA limits the capac-
ity Cap0 for this service mix. The fact that the other service group may maintain acceptable
quality QB for a higher load B0 does not help. Nor does the fact that it at the capacity limit
experience a better quality than required.

QA

Service Group Quality

QB

A0 B0

Before Resource Balancing After Resource Balancing

Cap0 = min(A0 , B0) Cap1 = min(A1 , B1) = A1 = B1> Cap0

QA

Aggregate
load

Service Group Quality

QB

A1 B1

Aggregate
load

Figure 23. Example of quality versus aggregate load behavior, capacity evaluation,
and the effect of resource balancing in a mixed service system.
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The way to improve the system capacity in this case is thus to improve the performance for
the most sensitive service. This may be done at the radio resource cost of the service group
with excessive quality. The effect of this resource balancing is depicted by arrows moving
the quality versus load curves upwards and downwards for service A and B respectively. The
curves are moved until the quality requirements are simultaneously reached, i.e. A1 = B1

(Figure 23 right). At this point the capacity Cap1 = min(A1,B1) is maximized; any deviation
from this point would cause either of the curves to move downwards-left, and thereby limit
the capacity to a lower value than Cap1. The above reasoning can easily be extended to
situation with more than two service groups. Note also that the limiting service group may
well differ with the service mix and thus require service mix-adaptive management schemes.

A reasoning very similar to the one given here is used by Wang and Aghvami when deriving
their QoS-balancing power allocation scheme for CDMA-based systems in [60].

7.2 Balancing the Power Resource in GERAN

Accepting having all service groups reaching their quality requirements at the same aggre-
gate load is required for maximizing capacity, a way of sharing the radio resource to achieve
this is required. Different tools may be used for this purpose, including e.g. channel alloca-
tion and scheduling. In interference limited scenarios, where blocking or channel availability
is not a limiting factor, the bearer quality, or QoS, will mainly be determined by the radio
link quality. To achieve the desired system behavior in such a case, one principal approach is
to first find the minimum link qualities at which the QoS requirements are expected to be
fulfilled, and then somehow realizing those different link quality targets. In DS-CDMA sys-
tems this is efficiently done through fast power control with service dependent SIR targets,
see e.g. [59] and [60]. The power control approach may of course also be applied to GE-
RAN. A potential problem with this is however the somewhat limited power control means
in the GERAN standard, especially for (E)GPRS in which case this is also paralleled by
short transmission times for power control algorithms to converge. For EGPRS alone this is
not a problem, since the Link Quality Control for any link quality minimizes the transmis-
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sion time, and thereby interference energy. Thus, already without power control EGPRS is
inherently energy controlled to generate minimum interference. When mixing EGPRS bear-
ers with other bearer types however, some control mechanism to make them simultaneously
reach their quality limits is desired to maximize capacity.

To control absolute link qualities for individual users is however not absolutely necessary to
reach the desired quality versus load behavior. What is needed is rather that the typical rela-
tive link quality difference between the services is such that the quality requirements are si-
multaneously reached. Assuming that the interference on average is the same for all service
groups, this can simply be achieved through service-based power setting. Using service-
based power setting the difference in link quality requirement is directly transferred to a dif-
ference in output power. Assume for example that a first bearer service requires x dB C/I for
acceptable quality, whereas a second bearer requires y dB C/I; the power for the second
bearer is then set x – y dB lower than the first bearer power. The power setting principle may
also straightforwardly be applied to power controlled bearers. Assuming that bearers with
endangered QoS use maximum power, which is typically the case for power controlled GSM
voice bearers, the power offset is simply applied to the maximum bearer power.  Finally, if
different service group requirements are used, e.g. the services have different fraction of sat-
isfied users targets, this needs to be taken into account when finding the power difference.

Figure 24 shows bearer quality8 versus link quality for the GERAN MR59 and EFR voice
bearers as well as for the EGPRS interactive data bearer. This plot together with QoS re-
quirements for the different bearers can be used to estimate the power offset. As an example,
assume that the voice bearer requirement is 1% Frame Erasure Rate (FER) with EFR, and
that the interactive data bearer requirement is 10kbps per timeslot. According to Figure 24
the voice requirement will be reached at approximately 8dB C/I, and the interactive data re-
quirement at 5dB C/I (disregarding queuing effects). Consequently, the power for the inter-
active data bearer should be set 8 – 5 = 3dB lower than for the voice bearer to maximize ca-
pacity. If different fractions of satisfied users are desired, e.g. 90% for interactive data and
95% for voice, this needs to be compensated for. The required compensation can be esti-
mated from typical or expected interference distributions. In the system studied here the dif-
ference between the 10th and 5th percentile of C/I is roughly about 3dB. Taking this into ac-
count in the above example the interactive data power should be decreased another 3dB re-
sulting in a total power offset of 3 + 3 = 6dB.

Figure 25 shows how power setting balances the fractions of satisfied voice and interactive
data users so that the quality requirements are simultaneously reached for the above exam-
ple. A 30/70 mix of EFR voice bearers and interactive data bearers with a CSE bitrate re-
quirement of 10kbps is studied. The aggregate load axis is normalized so that 1.0 means pre-
served relative capacities. With equal power for voice and data bearers the fraction of satis-
fied voice users limits the capacity to an aggregate load of 0.63. After balancing the resource
with a 6dB power offset both services reach their quality requirements at an aggregate load
of about 1.0. This corresponds to a capacity gain exceeding 50%.

The power setting process can be summarized as follows:

                                                
8 Various protocol effects (ranging from RLC to TCP) make the bitrate experienced by the user less than indi-
cated in this plot. To get closer to user perceivable performance a mapping from radio bearer performance tak-
ing the above aspects into account is required.
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1. Select QoS requirements for the different bearers

2. Extract the corresponding C/I requirements

3. Compensate for differences in fractions of satisfied users by studying expected C/I dis-
tribution.

4. Set power difference to sum of differences in C/I requirement and C/I percentiles.

Some combinations of voice and data bearer combinations are given in Table 3. A few of
these are evaluated in Chapter 7.3.

7.2.1 Streaming and other Bearer Services

The power-setting principles applied on voice and interactive data bearers above are not
limited only to those bearer types, but should be applicable to arbitrary existing and future
GERAN bearers, and also regardless of core network. For instance, knowing the link quality
requirement for a streaming bearer, the above procedure could be applied to derive appropri-
ate power offsets from such a bearer to other bearer types.
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Figure 25. Fractions of satisfied voice and data users versus normalized aggregate sys-
tem load before and after applying service based power setting. Power setting balances
the resource usage so that the quality requirements are simultaneously reached and
thereby improves capacity.

Table 3 – Power Offset Examples
Voice quality
& C/I req.

Interactive data quality
(per TS) & C/I req.

10th - 5th perc.
diff.

Power offset

10kbps / 5dB 8–5+3 = 6dB
15kbps / 7dB 8–7+3 = 4dB

EFR 1% FER
8dB C/I

20kbps / 9dB 8–9+3 = 2dB
10kbps / 5dB 4–5+3 = 2dB
15kbps / 7dB 4–7+3 = 0dB

MR59 0.6% FER
4dB C/I

20kbps / 9dB

3dB

4–9+3 = -2dB
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7.3 Performance Results

As in the single service case system load versus user quality evaluations are used to measure
performance. For a given service mix the aggregate system load is increased until the frac-
tion of satisfied users for any of the services gets unacceptably low. The aggregate load at
this point is then the system capacity for this specific service mix. Different service mixes
ranging from 0-100% interactive data users are studied. A voice user is assumed to be satis-
fied if it is not blocked and the average FER is below a certain limit (1% for EFR and 0.6%
for MR59). For interactive data, exceeding a session CSE bitrate of 10kbps is required to be
satisfied. Service group requirements of 95% satisfied voice users and 90% satisfied interac-
tive data users are assumed. The default models form Chapter 4 are used, i.e. 1/3 frequency
reuse etc.

Figure 26 shows joint voice and interactive data capacity for different traffic mixes with EFR
voice bearers and a CSE bitrate requirement of 10kbps for the interactive data users. For
each traffic mix, the capacity is evaluated according to Figure 25, and represented by a
marker in Figure 26. The areas delimited by the curves thus correspond to feasible traffic
mixes, for which acceptable fractions of satisfied users for both service types are sustained.
As expected from Chapter 7.2, a power offset of 6dB maximizes the overall capacity. Note
that this holds regardless of traffic mix. This solution further yields significantly higher ca-
pacity than a hypothetical reference case with isolated resources, which would require a
known service mix for dimensioning.

Also note the undesired system behavior close to the data-only end-point with shared re-
sources and inappropriate power setting. With interactive data bearers transmitting at full
power, almost half of them have to be removed to yield acceptable quality for the very first
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voice bearer. This is due to the interactive data bearers tolerating a higher fractional loading
than the voice bearers for the quality requirements studied.

Figure 27 shows similar results for the same interactive data quality requirements of 10kbps
but with the more robust MR59 voice bearer. For low to medium fractions of voice users, the
results from Table 3 are confirmed; the capacity is as expected maximized for the 3dB offset.
An interesting exception is however seen for high fractions of MR59 bearers. Here a power
offset of 0dB is slightly better than the expected 3dB offset. The explanation for this behav-
ior is blocking of voice users; the MR59 bearer is so robust that voice capacity for these traf-
fic mixes is blocking rather than interference limited. As long as this holds, i.e. that voice
bearers are not interference limited, the best way to use the remaining resource for data bear-
ers is to use as much power as possible.

To verify that the derived power offsets hold also for the case with power controlled voice
bearers the analysis for the EFR case is repeated for such a scenario. A simple GSM-like
partly C/I compensating closed loop power control scheme is employed (similar to the one of
[74] with a C/I target of 10dB and an update interval of 120ms). Apart from a higher voice
capacity, the results shown in Figure 28 indicate that as long as the system is interference
limited, the optimal power offset is indeed consistent; the 6dB offset still yields the highest
capacity. Note however that the performance loss in 9dB case now is smaller. With power
controlled voice bearers it is not so crucial to have a too low power for interactive data bear-
ers, since most of the interfering voice bearers will operate with powers reduced below the
maximum level. As for the MR59 case, the voice bearers with power control are so robust
that blocking limits the performance for high fractions of voice users. For these traffic mixes
the lower 3dB power offset yield slightly better performance.

In a case such as the above with intersecting curves, the preferred scheme in absolute terms
depends on the service mix and the value of the services. Such decisions may be simplified
by transforming the results to the form Ctot(α) =∑ vn Cn(α), where Cn and vn are capacities
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Figure 27. Interactive data versus MR59 voice capacity. In this case a power offset of
3dB maximizes capacity. Due to blocking of voice users an exception is seen for high
fractions of voice users, where a 0dB offset is better.
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and values (e.g. operator income) for service n respectively and α  is the traffic mix. Note
that these results should not be interpreted as trying to find optimal service mixes for the dif-
ferent candidates, but rather for determining which candidate is most suitable given a certain
service mix in a static market scenario. The service mix is here seen as quite an inert pa-
rameter that may only slowly be affected e.g. by marketing means.

7.4 A Rough Comparison with WCDMA and Preserving Capacities

Figure 29 shows a comparison between the GERAN mixed voice and interactive data capac-
ity (EFR voice and 10kbps CSE bitrate requirement case), a similar case for WCDMA, and
the assumed 3G requirement of maintained relative capacity. To limit the comparison with
WCDMA to the ability to manage mixed services only, the capacities of the single-service
end-points are normalized to 1. The WCDMA results are taken from [58] (and extended with
assistance of Mr. Imbeni), and assume EFR voice bearers mixed with interactive data bearers
of 50kbps. It is seen that the GERAN and WCDMA ability to manage the studied mixed
voice and interactive services are very similar. Also, the requirement of maintained relative
capacity is seen to be fulfilled. In this mainly interference limited case, the requirements is
just barely met. Intuitively, this means that as long as the system is interference limited, it
does not matter which type of bearer services cause the interference, as long as it is below
the threshold for yielding acceptable numbers of satisfied users. In scenarios with speech
blocking close to the voice-only end-point, there is a free interference budget for the interac-
tive data bearers, and the requirement would be exceeded. This phenomenon is seen from the
convex shape of the highest capacity curves in the MR59 and power-controlled EFR bearers
in Figure 27 and Figure 28.

Based on the above analysis, it appears fair to consider the GERAN capacity for mixed voice
and interactive data services 3G compliant.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

The evaluations of this thesis, with the assumptions and models used, indicate that 3G serv-
ices indeed may be offered in existing spectrum using GERAN. This statement must of
course be restricted to cover only the services studied; voice with GSM-like quality and in-
teractive data with modest bitrate requirements. Accepting these as representative initial 3G
services, it is seen that both the individual service performance and the mixed service per-
formance meet the formal, but sometimes ambiguous, 3G requirements. Rough comparisons
also indicate that GERAN performance for these services is of the same order of magnitude
as that of early WCDMA systems. Other comparisons indicate that the Enhanced GPRS
bearers of GERAN offer more than three times higher data rates and capacities than standard
GPRS bearers.

8.1 Are the 3G Requirements Met?

The GERAN interactive data bearers have a peak bitrate of 59.2kbps per timeslot, or
473.6kbps per 8 timeslots, and therefore the 3G bitrate requirement of 384kbps for outdoor
environments is met. As seen in Chapter 5, also the capacity requirement of 0.45 bps/site/Hz
put by the UWCC is exceeded. The fraction of users equipped with 8-slot mobiles experi-
encing a CSE bitrate of 384kbps at the corresponding offered load is limited to some 30-
40%. No requirement on such a figure is stated, however. The formal 3G requirements may
thus be considered fulfilled, which is also reflected by ITU’s acceptance of GERAN as an
IMT2000 capable RTT.

The above results were derived using single snapshots of typical user behaviors, radio net-
work scenarios and system deployments. To further motivate the IMT2000 capability of
GERAN for interactive data services, parameterized robustness evaluations have been per-
formed. These aim at determining the performance consistency with varying user behavior,
radio network and system deployment assumptions. It is seen that the performance is quite
consistent with, or predictably dependent on, many of the different assumptions. This char-
acteristic makes it possible to derive simple dimensioning principles for interactive data
services, depending on a limited number of parameters. Timeslot capacity may be used to
measure the radio resource cost for offering statistical guarantees on interactive data services
in GERAN. For a given frequency reuse, timeslot capacity is proportional to spectral effi-
ciency and thus also reflects the overall capacity dependency on the studied parameters.

Analyses carried out indicate that there is a straightforward relation between the timeslot ca-
pacity and the absolute statistical requirement. For CSE bitrate requirements above about
10kbps, the timeslot capacity linearly approaches zero at the theoretical maximum bitrate
requirement of 59.2kbps. Radio network-wise, it is seen that the timeslot capacity, and hence
more generally EGPRS performance, varies significantly with frequency reuse and pathloss,
which directly affect the average system C/I. The timeslot capacity on the other hand is
rather constant with the degree of shadow fading.

Receiver performance also affects the timeslot capacity; a one-dB improvement in C/I re-
quirement results in some 5-10% increased capacity, depending on the extent to which the
system is limited by interference. This relationship may be used to estimate the performance
dependency on different channel profiles.
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In terms of user behavior, different WWW traffic patterns are studied. A slight dependency
on the average HTTP object size can be seen. The distributions of the object size as well as
different object inter-arrival processes do however not seem to affect the performance sig-
nificantly.

Regarding system aspects, the dependency on system size, measured in number of timeslots
available per sector, is quite limited.  The performance is also similar with and without inter-
ference averaging, which is used to model random and cyclic frequency hopping respec-
tively. The performance without frequency hopping may also be expected to be similar since
the link performance is similar.

In summary, the parameter most crucial for the system capacity is the path-loss exponent,
which in the case of extremely low values corresponding to free-space propagation, may de-
grade the capacity by some 50%. Apart from this the capacity remains well above the
UWCC requirement of 0.45 bps/Hz/site, or a timeslot capacity of 11.25kbps in a 1/3 reuse,
for the tested cases.

Apart from offering robust interactive data bearers, another crucial characteristic for 3G
systems not covered in the IMT2000 evaluation is efficient support for mixed services. A
necessary requirement for maximum system capacity for multiple services systems is re-
source balancing; i.e. allocation of resources so that all service groups simultaneously meet
their quality requirement limits.  Service-based power setting can be used to achieve this de-
sired system behavior for GERAN. This is done through setting the output power per service
proportional to the link quality requirements of the services. Power setting can be applied to
a fixed output power of non-power controlled bearers as well as a maximum power of power
controlled bearers. Different offsets may be used to achieve arbitrary quality targets within
the capabilities of the bearers.

GERAN system simulations with mixed voice and interactive data services indicate that the
proposed power setting procedure together with strict voice priority channel allocation yield
good performance. Previously established individual spectral efficiencies may in a relative
sense be maintained. For interference limited scenarios the power-offset maximizing capac-
ity is independent of service mix. The two latter aspects are not valid for a hypothetical ref-
erence case with an isolated resource pool for each service, which suffers from trunking
losses and requires a known traffic mix. Taking the ability to maintain relative capacities as a
3G requirement, GERAN may thus be considered 3G compliant also in this sense.

8.2 A Comparison with Other 3G Systems

Rough comparisons of the GERAN interactive data bearer capacity derived in this thesis
with similar results for WCDMA FDD and TDD modes as well as CDMA2000 indicate ca-
pacities of the same order of magnitude. Also relative comparisons of the GERAN and
WCDMA ability to maintain capacity for mixed services show similar behavior for both
cases. This of course strengthens the conclusion that GERAN is 3G compliant.

Regarding these comparisons it should be noted that several differences in e.g. radio envi-
ronment, traffic pattern, and system overhead assumptions exist. Further, while the GSM-
based GERAN is a rather mature system concept, WCDMA for example is still in its in-
fancy, and several enhancements, like the High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA)
concept [75], are still to come.
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It must also be noted that most crucial for GERAN to do well in this comparison is that the
services studied are such that they can be offered by GERAN in a straightforward manner.
With the GERAN limited frequency and interference diversity as well as limited means to
control the radio bearers compared to WCDMA, it is difficult to deterministically guarantee
high bearer quality in GERAN. Therefore, services requiring e.g. a constant bitrate of say
128kbps, together with a constant low error rate, are hard to realize. For WCDMA this is a
smaller problem. A comparison of such services may thus yield different results.

Nevertheless, for GSM-like voice services and interactive data with modest bitrate require-
ments GERAN appears to stand quite well in a comparison with other 3G systems.

8.3 Further Studies

Further studies may of course span a larger service spectrum than voice and interactive data
services. An interesting candidate for such an extension of the scope is some form of
streaming service. Further extension of the service set may also include background services
as well as alternative conversational-type services like video.

This study has focused on the capacity of interactive data and voice services, i.e. the maxi-
mum traffic load that can be tolerated while sustaining acceptable quality. Aspects of how to
control the traffic load to stay within these limits are not covered. Analysis of such admis-
sion control schemes is another topic for further study.

Various means for further improving capacity may naturally also be of interest. The effect of
power control for interactive data bearers, which is not included in this thesis, is one such
study item.

More accurate results than the ones presented in this thesis could be achieved by including
more detailed modeling of GERAN system aspects. Candidates for such studies are im-
proved multislot modeling and the interaction of GERAN with higher layer protocols like
TCP/IP.

The complete analysis may of course also be complemented by similar investigations for
other access technologies, e.g. Wireless LAN or WCDMA. In the case of WCDMA studies
with mixed regular WCDMA services and HSDPA-based services could be of interest.
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Appendix A Link Quality Control Details

This appendix contains a review of some additional details of the EDGE-Enhanced GPRS
LQC scheme. The text is partly a condensed version of the one presented in [39].

The EDGE-Enhanced GPRS LQC scheme makes use of eleven Modulation and Coding
Schemes (MCSs). Of these seven use 8PSK and four use GMSK modulation. Each MCS can
be used in both Link Adaptation and Incremental Redundancy mode. A selection of pa-
rameters for the MCSs are listed in Table 4. For each MCS, a rate R=1/3 convolutionally en-
coded data block is divided into n subblocks, where n is either two or three, by puncturing
with n puncturing patterns, P1, …, Pn, see Figure 30. Initially, the subblock S1 corresponding
to P1 is transmitted. On retransmission, one additional subblock Si (corresponding to Pi) is
transmitted, where i = 2, ..., n, 1, 2,...

Since each subblock for a given MCS is by itself a decodable code word, with the rate R1 =
Rn, the receiver can either discard or keep old sub-blocks when requesting retransmissions,
thereby utilizing type I (Link Adaptation mode) or type II (Incremental Redundancy mode)
hybrid ARQ. Always altering in a cyclic manner among the subblocks Si for an MCS enables
the receiver to switch between combining and non-combining mode without notifying the
transmitter. Thus, if the receiver temporarily enters non-combining mode due to e.g. lack of
memory, IR operation will be possible as soon as memory is available again.

The initial rate R1 is different for each MCS, as shown in Table 4. A rate 1/3 mother code is
used for all MCSs. The number of subblocks, n, is thus three for some MCSs, while only two
for others. The last subblock may contain repetition of bits in the previous ones. The punc-
turing patterns P1, …, Pn for an MCS are designed to give the corresponding codes S1, ..., Sn

equally good performance. Further, combinations S1 +...+ Si, where + denotes code combin-
ing, must also have good performance, which implies that P1, …, Pi  should be as disjunctive
as possible.

For MCS69 and MCS57 the procedure differs slightly from that of the other MCSs. They
respectively correspond to initially transmitting an MCS6 or MCS5 subblock, followed by
MCS9 or MCS7 blocks if additional redundancy is required. The underlying idea is to im-
prove performance by reducing the amount of extra redundancy added in every retransmis-
sion.

Table 4 – The EGPRS Modulation and Coding Schemes

MCS Modula-
tion

Maximum
rate [kbps]

Code
Rate

Header Code
Rate

Blocks
per 20 ms

Family

MCS-9 59.2 1.0 0,36 2 A
MCS-8 54.4 0.92 0,36 2 A
MCS-7 44.8 0.76 0.36 2 B
MCS-6 29.6 0.49 1/3 1 A
MCS-69 29.6 0.49 1/3 1 (2) A
MCS-5 22.4 0.37 1/3 1 B
MCS-57

8PSK

22.4 0.37 1/3 1 (2) B
MCS-4 17.6 1.0 0.51 1 C
MCS-3 14.8 0.85 0.51 1 A
MCS-2 11.2 0.66 0.51 1 B
MCS-1

GMSK

8.8 0.53 0.51 1 C
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To enhance performance under rapidly varying channel conditions, e.g. due to frequency
hopping, shorter RLC (Radio Link Control) blocks interleaved over only two bursts, are used
for the highest code rates. The corresponding MCSs may be identified in Table 4 by their use
of 2 blocks per 20ms.

The network controls the choice of MCS in both uplink and downlink based on channel
quality measured by the receivers. If IR combining is used in the receiver, this choice can be
more aggressive, as depicted in Figure 31, i.e., less robust schemes can be used for a given
channel quality. Typically this yields higher throughput, since minimum coding is used.
When the number of retransmissions required is high though, i.e. for poor link qualities, the
delay for a block to go through may be high for a pure IR scheme. In such cases it may be
beneficial to use an initial code rate less than one.

S3S2S1

PDCP frame

RLC block

GSM bursts

Interleaving over 2 or 4
bursts, 8PSK or GMSK

Rate 1/3 coding

Block size depending on MCS

Puncturing
P1 P2 P3

1392 bits

Subblocks

Figure 30. A simplified view of the processing of PDCP frames to GSM bursts using the
EGPRS LQC.

Error Probability

Transmission attempt

Incremental
Redundancy

LA (semi-fixed
redundancy)

Figure 31. Simplified LA and IR operation. With IR the error probability decreases
with each transmission attempt and a more aggressive initial code rate may be selected,
thereby enabling higher data rates.
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Appendix B Additional Mixed Service Results

This chapter contains some additional results on mixed voice and data services. Voice bearer
and CSE bitrate requirement combinations beyond those of Chapter 7 are presented.

Figure 32 and Figure 33 show the case with an interactive data CSE bitrate requirement of
20kbps mixed with and EFR and MR59 voice bearers respectively. The results from Chapter
7 are confirmed; the capacity is maximized for the power offset (among those tested: 0, 3, 6
and 9dB) closest to the one expected from Table 3.
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Figure 32. Interactive data (20kbps CSE) versus voice (EFR) capacity.
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Figure 33. Interactive data (20kbps CSE) versus voice (MR59) capacity.
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An additional plot with interactive data bearers with a CSE bitrate requirement of 20kbps
mixed with power controlled EFR voice bearers is shown in Figure 34. Again, the power
offset expected from Table 3 maximizes the capacity.
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Figure 34. Interactive data versus voice capacity with power controlled voice bearers
and CSE bitrate requirement of 20kbps.
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Appendix C Accuracy Analysis

This section contains some selected results plotted with associated 95% confidence intervals.
It is assumed that the errors in the studied parameters are normally distributed with unknown
variance. Thus, the t-distribution is used to calculate the confidence intervals. The normal
distribution assumption is used mainly for its simplicity, but may also be motivated by the
fact that the studied capacity figures are sums of relatively large numbers of equally distrib-
uted contributions from individual users. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the results of Figure
14 and Figure 26 respectively with 95% confidence intervals added to each simulated point.
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Figure 35. 10th percentile CSE bitrate versus spectral efficiency with 95% confidence
intervals around 10, 15, 20 and 25kbps CSE bitrates.
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Figure 36. Interactive data (10kbps CSE requirement) versus EFR voice capacity with
95% confidence intervals. No power control, power offsets of 3, 6 and 9dB.
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Appendix D An Evaluation using an Alternative Burst Level Simulation
Technique

This section contains an interactive data performance evaluation using an alternative simula-
tion technique. The motivation for this is to verify to what extent the results are evaluation
technique dependent.

The simulator used for the evaluations of this thesis uses a data block or speech frame level
interface between link and system level. As described in Chapter 4.3, on the link level an
average C/I is set, around which the actual C/I for each burst varies due to multi-path effects.
A large number of blocks or frames are simulated for each average C/I value to obtain aver-
age BLER or FER values. These results are then used for generating frame erasures or block
errors on the system level, which does not explicitly model multi-path effects.

An alternative approach is to operate the system level simulator on burst level and explicitly
include multi-path effects. This simulation technique is further described in [30]. In short,
frame erasures or block errors are now generated based on the quality of the individual
bursts included in a frame or block. More specifically, burst quality is measured as bit error
probability, and the average and the coefficient of variation of the burst qualities are used to
generate erasures and errors. Mappings from burst C/I to burst quality as well as from aver-
age and standard deviation of burst quality to frame erasure or block error probability are
generated on link level. Including multipath effects on system level may be considered im-
portant for scenarios where the multipath effects are not averaged out over the duration of a
call or a packet. This may occur e.g. for short packets, without frequency hopping and low
mobile speeds.

Figure 37 shows CSE bitrate versus system load results derived using both the block level
and burst level simulator techniques. It is seen that the results are quite consistent with the
evaluation technique used. The differences between the curves are within the confidence in-
tervals presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 37. CSE bitrate versus system load for interactive data bearers with block level
and burst level interfaces between link and system simulators.
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Appendix E An Alternative Evaluation using a more Accurate RLC
Model

In this thesis a rather simplistic model of the EGPRS RLC layer is employed. Specifically
the ARQ functionality is modeled with an immediate retransmission scheme (Stop-and-Wait
with zero round trip time). This appendix presents results derived with a more accurate mod-
eling of the RLC protocol, including non-zero polling periods and round-trip times.

Performance-wise, these phenomena introduce idle periods in the end of transmission flows,
or already from start for short flows. The idle periods are due to the transmitter buffer being
empty of blocks valid for (re)transmission, but still containing outstanding blocks pending
acknowledgement. The main effect of the idle periods is an increased transmission delay,
and thereby lowered circuit switched equivalent bitrate.

Figure 38 shows CSE bitrate versus declared load performance for the above example reali-
zations of the new model as well as for the old RLC model. A roundtrip time of 80ms and a
polling interval of 20, 100 or 200ms are used. It is seen that the evaluation using the more
accurate RLC model indicates a some 7-8% lower capacity for a given CSE bitrate require-
ment compared to the evaluation using the simplistic model.

Simple techniques like increasing robustness instead of padding for small RLC payloads,
increasing robustness in the end of packet transmissions, and pre-emptive transmission are
expected to reduce the losses. Such schemes are however not included in the modeling of the
system under evaluation. Lacking models for these schemes, the decision is taken to some-
what optimistically evaluate using the simplistic ARQ model, rather than evaluate a system
lacking of these schemes with the accurate RLC model, which would lead to pessimistic per-
formance figures. It could further be questioned whether CSE bitrate is relevant measure for
short packets, which probably contribute most to the losses.
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Figure 38. CSE Bitrate at 10th percentile versus spectral efficiency for the standard RLC
model (RTT=0) and the more accurate model with RTT=80ms and polling intervals of
20, 100 and 200ms. For a CSE bitrate requirement of 10kbps capacity decreases some 7-
8%.
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